DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
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REPLY TO
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10 November 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD
SUBJECT: Informal 15-6 investigation Findings

Background information: TF 2-70 conducted a raid on or abOut 16 September 2003 that
resulted in the capture of approximately 5 detainees. The detainees were suspected of
conducting an IED attack against TF 2-70 personnel that resulted in the severe injury of
2/A/1-41 IN 1.11.11/11111Pr and his driver. The lieutenant sustained to the
complete loss of eyesight and the use of one arm and the driver sustained the loss of
eyesight to one eye. The raid suspects were questioned, and the evidence and
questioning indicated that the detainees were the people involved in the attack.
Avalanche Company report that some of the platoons, including 1/A/1-41, do one day on
for operations and patrols, then a down day where they would do detainee movement for
the task force if it is needed. The 16 th of September was 1/A/1 -41's down day. On 16
Sep 03, TF 2-70 notified 1/A/1-41 to move the prisoners from the 2-70 holding area to TF
1-13 for further questioning by the 3BCT MIT team. They loaded up the prisoners and
moved them to TF 1-13 detention facility. The rest of the events are in question. The
report from the MIT team states: The 2%z ton truck pulled up at the detention facility and
the 1/A11-41 personnel began unloading the detainees. At this time, the army personnel
requested that two of the MIT members leave the area or look away, because these guys
had severely injured two of their unit's soldiers. The members of the MIT team remained
in place and watched anyway. The process was rough by pulling the prisoners of the
trucks and laying them face down on the ground. All during this time, the soldiers were
yelling at the prisoners who were zip cuffed and blindfolded. It is alleged that after three
or four of the prisoners had been downloaded, the personnel on the ground helping to get
the detainees off the truck continued to stand by the unloaded detainees on the ground,
instead of returning to help with the last detainee. A soldier waited a moment for them to
return before he pushed the detainee off the truck to fall to the ground from about 4 feet.
He hit the ground on his side. Upon unloading, the soldiers gathered around them and
continued to yell at the detainees using profanity and harsh language. The MIT team
reports witnessin two of the soldiers kick two of the detainees several times in the sides_
At this time,
ays that she approached and insisted the activity stop
immediately. It did after they told her that the guys did not kill her lieutenant. She then
walked over and sat down while the 1/A11-41 personnel moved the people into the jail and
filled out the paperwork. She insists that upon completion of the prisoner transfer, an
NCO and LT asked a member of the MIT team what was ...Mr rank and who
she was with. One of the MIT security personnel replied that she was an interrogator.
said they seemed concerned and made a point to make sure the
etainees looked "okay." The 1-41 Infantry personnel state that none of the detainees fell
from the truck and this event did not occur as stated by the MIT team whatsoever. Also,
they stated that no one was kicked, but that a soldier did use his foot to continue to roll
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over a detainee that would not remain facedown. It may have appeared that he was
kicking him_ They did admit to using profanity and harsh language, and that they were
aware of the suspects' crime and emotions were running high. Upon returning to base,
41.111111/10Preported the incident of abusive actions; this resulted in the 15-6
investigation. The conduct of the investigation and findings are provided herein.
2. The findings of the investigation are as follows:
a. Members of 11N1-41 IN, attached to TF 2-70, did use poor judgment and
procedures during the prisoner drop-off on 16 September 2003.
b. There was enough evidence based on interviews, to conclude that some abusive
actions did take place by no less than three personnel at the detention facility, to
include:
i. A detainee was either pushed or allowed to fall from a 2-'/2 ton truck while
blindfolded and zip-cuffed.
ii. That at least two Caucasian soldiers did kick two detainees in a violent
fashion as to cause severe discomfort or temporary pain, not with the
intent to cause permanent disability or damage.
iii. That the soldiers yelled and used excessive profanity toward the detainees
throughout the operation at a time when the detainees were of little threat
(blindfolded and zip-cuffed); and at a minimum, the soldiers did not
perform the operation with the utmost professionalism expected of our
military by failing to preserve the dignity and respect for our prisoners.
iv. That the 1/N1-41 soldiers were aware that their actions were questionable
or wrong during the operation.
c. The operation's leadership was present and watched during the events, and failed
to prevent it.
d. There were several procedural issues that could have prevented the events on 16
September 2003 from occurring at the task force level. In the future, the
investigation determined the following:
i,
It is not recommended to have a unit transfer detainees suspected of
conducting an attack that resulted in severe injuries to U.S. Army
personnel of that same unit (in this case, 2/N1-41 received two casualties
due to the attack by the detainees, and the sister platoon 1/N1-41 was
given the job of transferring those prisoners.) Due to the sensitivity of the
issue, leaders should protect the soldiers from themselves and have
unbiased units deal directly with the detainees in situations like this. This
includes the actual raid, handling of suspects, pre-interrogation, and
movement of detainees.
That some of the soldiers in TF 2-70 may perceive that the chain-ofii.
command is endorsing "pay-back" by allowing the units most affected by
suspected detainee actions to play the greatest role in bringing those
suspects to justice. The investigation does not believe this is intentional on
the part of the task force chain-of-command, but that the emotionally
sensitive issue with the prisoner transferring unit (1/A/1-41) may have
escaped their attention. It is simply noted because the chain-of-command
may want to place heavy emphasis on proper prisoner handling from the
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top-down in order to ensure that this possibility, if existing, is eradicated as
quickly as possible.
e. The investigation recommends the following actions to deal with the findings:
i. That inlaffiliand ammigfeceive counseling covering the
treatment of detainees, professionalism and expectations of the command
on future operations, and potential punishments under UCMJ on the
events that occurred at the detention facility.
ThatiMilli_andiMarreceive a formal letter of reprimand from
the command, preferably at the Brigade level With TF Commander present,
covering the events of this investigation to be put in their local file.
iii.
That all soldiers in TF 2-70 undergo retraining approved by the 3BCT
command, regarding the treatment of prisoners and Law of Land Warfare.
Specifically, that the command emphasizes their position condoning it
without question, and establishing a strong understanding that harsh
punishments will be quickly and judiciously given should anything
resembling war crimes be committed in the future.
iv.
Finally, the TF 2-70 TOC establish procedures to be approved by the
3BCT Command, to ensure that units (Company Level and below) that
receive casualties in enemy attacks are placed in minimal contact with
prisoners believed to have conducted those attacks.
3. The investigating officer was asked.to answer or evaluate the following issues regarding this
case:
a. Investigate the facts and circumstances of an allegation that TF 2-70 AR soldiers
abused detainees upon their delivery to the 3 BCT Detainee Holding Facility.
b. Make findings as to the facts and circumstances of the incident and whether any
TF 2-70 soldiers were abusive, used excessive force, or violated any rules of
engagement.
c. Make any recommendations as to whether disciplinary action is appropriate and if
any changes to procedures or tactics are appropriate.
4. The findings to the investigation questions were determined based on the following evidence
and statements (findings and justifications paired with questions a-c):
a. The facts and circumstances are stated in the background section (paragraph 1)
of this investigation, and included in the findings (paragraph 4.b.) it is believed to
have occurred as stated iniMIIIMIF sworn statement, and corroborated by
the other three members of the MIT team.
b. The investigation determined that it is likely that the allegations did take place as
stated by the MIT team. It is believed that one detainee did fall or get pushed out
of the 2-1/2 ton truck and fail to the ground while blindfolded and in zip-cuffs. It is
believed that at a minimum two of the personnel on-site did kick the detainees in
their sides as they lay facedown on the ground. Finally, it's believed that the
personnel used excess profanity and harsh abusive language during the operation
that degraded the detainees' dignity. The following evidence was used to
determine this finding:
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i.

The issue of a detainee falling from the truck:
stated that
when the 2- 1/2ton truck pulled up there was a lot of yelling. She wanted to
see what was going on, as well as what prisoners were being dropped off
so she could prep for questioning. She stepped out from the guard shack
area and witnessed the events she stated from approximately 10-15
meters away. Given the close proximity to the situation, her detail in
describing the events, she was in a good location to see the events she
described. She stated, 1 saw three detainees on the ground and a fourth
being thrown out of the truck." (See Sworn Statement, 9 November).
Three other MIT personnel on site reinforced this fact. 1111.11111rbf the
MIT team, who was positioned approximately 75 meters from the rear of
the-2 1/2 ton truck and had a straight line view to the events stated, "he
could witness men in DCUs, but not close enough to see detail of faces or
ranks" (during oral dialog with investigator, 9 November) agreed with
He stated, "Saw one person thrown from the back of the truck."
See sworn statement, 9 November). IIIIMIlrand stated
that they were about 15 meters from the truck and did have a good view of
the unloading procedures. (See sworn statements, 9 November)
also stated, "Yes, saw a detainee fall out of the truck."(See sworn
statement, 9 November) He admitted that he did not see the detainee
thrown, but would agree that someone did fall out of the truck and hit the
ground while blindfolded and zip-cuffed. (Oral dialog with investigator, 9
November)
the fourth member of the MIT team stated, "No, he
did not see someone fail from the truck," but that he saw them pulled
roughly from the vehicle. (See sworn statement and during oral dialog with
investigator, 9 November) The statement from alMris attributed to the
likely event that he only witnessed the first three detainees unloaded from
the truck and was focused on the personnel who unloaded them, who were
at this time with the detainees on the ground yelling at them. The MIT
team lacks any reason to report any events other than as they happened,
credibility and motive are in their favor. The statements taken from 1/A11 41 are all consistent in that no personnel were dropped from the truck.
(See sworn statements, 9 November) However, it is noted that 11A11-41
personnel have the motive to state this was the case whereas; the MIT
team has no motive one way or the other. Therefore, the facts stated by
the MIT team were given more credibility in this case, but cannot be proven
by physical evidence beyond the report of witnesses. IDENTITY OF
PERSONNEL MOST LIKELY INVOLVED: The personnel in the truck
during this event could not be proven beyond doubt. 111111111Irstated in
his statement, He knew his guys wanted to kill these guys so he had the
foresight to tell them not to get in the truck and handled it completely by
himself, passing the prisoners from the truck to people on the ground. He
also stated, "I was in the 2-1/2 ton truck and every one else was on the
ground." (See Sworn Statement, and in oral discussion with investigator, 9
November) However, in other sworn statements of
and
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personnel in the truck downloading the prisoners. (See Sworn Statements,
9 November) If this is the case, it is likely that either
ori
1111/Fivo u id have been most likely in the position to have pushed or
drop ed the detainee. Furthermore, it is noted that this decreased
credibility as he stated in his statement that he had foresight to
prevent abuse and allow only himself in the truck, but his soldiers stated
otherwise.
The issue of 1/A/1-41 IN kicking detainees in custody: Detainees in
custody cannot be tortured or suffer any abuse at the hands of American
forces, contrary, all prisoners must be protected and treated with dignity
and respect as per the Law of Land Warfare, Rules of Engagement, and
UCMJ Article 128 - Assault. After reviewing the facts, the investigation
determined that at least two individuals on the ground, during the detainee
operation kicked two detainees while they were blindfolded and zip-cuffed.
MINIIIMMEW(interrogator on the MIT team) determined that
from her vantage point she observed two soldiers kicking the prisoners.
She said the prisoners were yelling and crying. (Oral dialog with
investigator on 9 November) She also stated, "Two soldiers were kicking
the detainees in the ribs." When asked if the detainees did anything to
warrant the execution of force to maintain control of the situation, she
stated, "Absolutely not warranted." (See sworn statement, 9 November)
The facts were reinforced by all three other members of the MIT team
41111111111"11111111.ancilMillr when asked if they witnessed any
soldiers behaving aggressively toward the detainees and if yes, whether
force was warranted to control the situation. All three stated they saw
soldiers kicking the prisoners. (See sworn statements, 9 November) 111=11
illertated that he also believed they were pushing the detainees around a
lot, and it was not really justified to maintain control. (See Sworn
Statement, 9 November) 1111/..rexplained it was difficult for him to
see because once the detainees were on the ground, the soldiers from
1/N1-41 gathered around them, yelling at them. He further said it
appeared that some may have been kicking them, but it was hard to see
through the crowd. (Stated in dialog with investigator, 9 Nov)
as asked
Understanding that she was in close proximity
what actions she took to stop the situation.
She stated, "I first approached the two soldiers that were kicking
the detainees and told them to stop. They did, saying, "They didn't
identified by picture
kill your LTI" I asked a 2LT (
during interview) if he was in charge, he said, "yes," and explained
that the prisoners shot an RPG that hit a LT. I advised him that
they (the detainees) were in my charge. I also advised
that prisoners will not be harmed." (See sworn statement,
dated 9 November)
f the detention center for TF 1-13 AR stated in his
sworn statement that what he remembered a member of the MIT team
saying something about abuse, IlManiattated she was reporting
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2-70 AR for risoner mistreatment." (See sworn statement, dated 22
October).
was inside the detention center working on
paperwork at the time, and did not actually witness any impro er behavior.
(See Sworn Statement, 23 October) However, the fact that
did talk to him about it on the day it took place reinforces her credibility.
Furthermore, the two members of the MIT team stated that they witnessed
1.11111.1Mrsay something to the 1/A/1-41 soldiers, but could not hear
what was said. (See Sworn Statement, 9 November) -did not
have a direct line of sight toalliliffalrand did not witness any dialog
that took place, only the back of the 2-% ton truck. Also, the 2-70
detention
stated that he did not witness abuse, but
that he did see behavior that was rougher than "his style." (Stated in dialog
with investigator, 9 November) Finally, the MIT team was asked to look at
pictures of all the personnel from 11A/1-41 and 2-70 present that day to
determine if they could determine who was committed the abusive
behavior. All four members stated they could not be certain which person
committed the acts beyond doubt; however, they stated the two individuals
that they believed did kick the detainees were Caucasian. (See sworn
statement,
9 Nov) Lastly, the onI pictures identified as
people 1111111.1Mirrecognized for sure were
ndair
imrand stated that they were present during the incident. (See Sworn
Statement and in oral dialog with investigator, 9 November). During the
as present and that he did not go
interview she stated that
into the jail to fill out paperwork until after she had come over during the
events to stop it. She stated that she then walked over and sat down
fuming over the incident while he went inside to fill out the paperwork.
Later she overheardIMIMPaskedMillarwho
was and her rank. At his response of her being the interrogator, and that
said "Oh Shit"
he could not tell them her rank, she stated
under his breath. (Said in dialog with investigator, 9 Nov 03) The TF 2-70
unit disagreed and stated something contrary to all other parties. First,
411rstated he went directly inside and did not witness the prisoner
1111
downloading operation. (See sworn statement, 9 November) They also
stated that no one said anything to them regarding any issues of abuse,
and it surprised them when it came up a few days to a week later. See
sworn statements, 9 November). However, in dialog with
during the investigation, he stated that he foresaw the possibility of this
very issue occurring and took steps to prevent it. Furthermore, he stated,
"that he asked 2 PFCs in the jail to inspect the prisoners to make sure they
were okay." (See Sworn statement, 9 November) The fact that he wanted
an outside inspection to ensure the prisoners did not have marks or injury
is disturbing because it raises the suspicion that he was protecting himself
after wrongful behavior. The behavior in question likely was not aimed at
causing permanent damage, but rather to intimidate and cause short-term
discomfort or pain. Similarly, much of the 7 personnel interviewed shared
the same specifics regarding the case to include someone saying, "You
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guys are square," when asked if the unit was done and the prisoners were
okay. However, many did not remember dialog that took place or what
kind of swearing or interactions occurred on the scene. It is the belief of
the investigator that the unit discussed the incident prior to the
investigation and determined "the one story to tell" so that everyone would
be the same. It is common practice told among combat units that if a unit
comes under investigation that if the unit makes sure every one is on the
same page, nothing will come out of it. Again, this is simply speculation
and no facts can be produced beyond the similar specifics and omissions
between all seven personnel. Lastly, it is noted that the PA for TF 1-13,
ilinimpt was sent to inspect the detainees for abuse. He noted a
scrape on a detainees shoulder injury (described as a abrasion) and a
minor scalp laceration. The PA determined abuse did not occur at the
jailhouse. During questioning, he said he asked the prisoners if they were
abused while at the jailhouse. They said they hadn't; however, from the
point of view of the prisoners, it occurred prior to them arriving. Also, they
had blindfolds on during the.events, which limits their ability to state facts.
Finally, abuse may have occurred in minor fashion, and the prisoners
answered no because it was simply viewed as rough handling and a few
cheap shots. Improper handling viewed by the American Military may be a
very different idea than that of an Iraqi whose experience has been the
former Saddam Regime. It is interesting to note that one detainee had a
minor scuffmark on his shoulder and only one prisoner is reported of falling
or being pushed out of the 2-Y2 ton truck. It is likely that the small abrasion
occurred during this event. Furthermore, it is likely that all kicks were not
delivered to cause major injury. In fact, during discussion withal/111W
he said he specifically asked if the prisoners looked okay prior to leaving
that day, which leads one to believe if he had allowed abusive behavior it
would have been controlled to pass jailhouse inspection and not raise
suspicion. it is noted that
id not believe the prisoners
were abused at the jailhouse. The investigation determined that given the
possibility that the kicks to the sides did not leave marks and could still
have occurred. Lastly, the investigation found records through the 3BCT
5-2 of the prisoners that were involved in this incident. The prisoners were
referenced in
sworn statement and are found under the
list of 2-70's detainees from 16 SEP 03. The individuals are the following:

AVM

and
The recor
d from 3BCT S-2 shows that
the individuals were released on 19 September to 2-70, except for
prisoners 6515 and 6516, who were sent to the Division Interrogation
Facility for further questioning. The DIF and Abu Ghurab Prison were
contacted in order to find the detainees for questioning. Both facilities do
not have the prisoners and further contact information was not available to
contact them.
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The issue of abusive language and improper conduct toward detainees:
The investigation found that all parties agreed that there was a lot of
swearing and yelling toward the detainees during the unloading procedures
at the TF 1-13 detention facility. (See all sworn statements, 9 November)
Under UCMJ, Article 134 - Threat Communicating, the regulation states,
"That the accused communicated certain language expressing a present
determination or intent to wrongfully injure the person, property, or
reputation of another person, presently or in the future. That the
communication was known to the person, and that the communication was
wrongful. Finally that, under the circumstances, the conduct of the
accused was to the prejudice of good order and discipline in the armed
forces or was of a nature to bring discredit upon the armed forces." (UCMJ,
110. Article 134 — (Threat Communicating). Given the already rough
treatment, it is the belief that the threat was communicated and enhanced
by the unprofessional nature of dialog directed toward the prisoners. The
detainees were all blindfolded and zip-cuffed. They did not present a
threat to the ten 2-70 personnel on site The need for further intimidation,
scare tactics, or verbal abuse was unwarranted for mission
accomplishment. The United States Army states on its rules of
engagement card, "Conduct yourself with dignity and honor." (Rules of
engagement card) The investigation believes that the verbal tactics used
at the detention center violated this aspect of ROE. The fact was
enhanced during spoken dialog with
ho stated, "Yes,
common swear words were used," and spelled it capital letters on his
sworn statement regarding whether it was common practice to yell at
prisoners after arrest. He further stated that the prisoners were suspected
of wounding men from his unit, hell yes he was.swearing and yelling at
them. He further stated, that was how he did business, and he was not
trained for peacekeeping missions. He was here (Iraq) for the war and if
they wanted peacekeepers they could send him home, and replace his unit
with units trained as peacekeeping! He wasn't going to change his tactics
regarding swearing at detainees or using forceful tactics when handling
prisoners. (Verbal dialog with investigator, 9 November).
c. Recommendations for punishment, corrective actions, and changes in procedures
for future operations.
i.

( 0
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 3 R1/ BRIGADE COMBAT TEAM, 1 ST ARMORED DIVISION
Baghdad, Iraq
UNIT 92940, APO AE 09324-2940
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:
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MEMORANDUM FOR
IMOMMOr 1 st Field Artillery Regiment, 3 rd Brigade Combat Team, Baghdad, Iraq
SUB JECT: Appointment as Investigating Officer (Detainee Abuse, 16 Sep 03)

1. You are appointed as an investigating officer IAW AR 15-6. You will investigate the facts
and circumstances of an allegation that TF 2-70 AR soldiers abused detainees upon their delivery
to the 3 rd BCT Detainee Holding Facility, located at the TF 1-13 AR FOB, on 16 Sep 03.
2. Use the informal procedures of AR 15-6. At a minimum, make findings as to the facts and
circumstances of the incident. Determine whether the TF 2-70 AR soldiers were abusive towards
the detainees, whether they used excessive force, and whether they violated any rules of
engagement.
3. You will also make any pertinent recommendations. At a minimum, you will make a
recommendation as to whether any disciplinary action would be appropriate. You will also make
a recommendation as to whether any changes to procedures or tactics would be appropriate.
4. You will take sworn statements from all pertinent witnesses. If you suspect anyone of
violating the UCMJ, you will inform them of their Article 31 rights, using DA FM 3881, prior to
questioning or taking a statement. In addition, provide them with a Privacy Act statement, prior
to soliciting any personal information.
5. You may obtain legal advice from the Brigade Legal Advisor.
6. Submit your findings and recommendations on DA FM 1574 to the Brigade Legal Advisor no
later than 10 November 2003.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, 3110 BRIGADE COMBAT TEAM, 1 5T ARMORED DIVISION
Baghdad, Iraq
UNIT 92940, APO AE 09324-2940
I (

L

REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF:

AFZN-BB-CQ

19 September 2003

MEMORANDUM FOR 11110111111111
111111.111111111111
1111.111. 1 st Field Artillery Regiment, 3 rd Brigade Combat Team, Baghdad, Iraq
SUB SECT: Appointment as Investigating Officer (Detainee Abuse, 16 Sep 03)

1. You are appointed as an investigating officer IAW AR 15-6. You will investigate the facts
and circumstances of an allegation that TF 2-70 AR soldiers abused detainees upon their delivery
to the 3"I BCT Detainee Holding Facility, located at the TF 1-13 AR FOB, on 16 Sep 03.
2. Use the informal procedures of AR 15-6. At a minimum, make findings as to the facts and
circumstances of the incident. Determine whether the TF 2-70 AR soldiers were abusive towards
the detainees, whether they used excessive force, and whether they violated any rules of
engagement.
3. You will also make any pertinent recommendations. At a minimum, you will make a
recommendation as to whether any disciplinary action would be appropriate. You will also make
a recommendation as to whether any changes to procedures or tactics would be appropriate.
4. You will take sworn statements from all pertinent witnesses. If you suspect anyone of
violating the UCM.I, you will inform them of their Article 31 rights, using DA FM 3881, prior to
questioning or taking a statement. In addition, provide them with a Privacy Act statement, prior
to soliciting any personal information.
5. You may obtain legal advice from the Brigade Legal Advisor.
6. Submit your findings and recommendations on DA FM 1574 to the Brigade Legal Advisor no
later than 28 September 2003.
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For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the Proponent agency is ODCSOPS
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I.

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specif c locatio and acivities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
t -t-5 I) -1
( 01J
u- 1 Q.-L*1th -t10,,s-ctci 10 m AinPil FRo n1 -TD-At1 ,01 h'e4.
W-1-kiti
twke Weej
1,0,
2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 160C/hrs?
Jfk
-

-

-

3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
t '41t44 3 6-.7;isci 1`1E-5 ‘r4 -1-46- e 13,6 t-t kikk 7h-to --Ferlie-i-41-- W)AGI---TI-4?-45,t4 0 50 T.-4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the operation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)
0/A5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?
lic ,V-r -eeivi.e--kbeiQ
taiLsc6--kkitA-NIc-,04-L,— / .-€115)oc--4 cr- is com ikecj
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6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
tAeLF -rit-. /rwi) ELt`ol-VckityzED .
KO t
7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)
MeS v1/4.ek0 ta_cckiKry -Dva 4,7--TAIIUGES ft.i -1:kit -- v_if)c - itix9)(AnGi 4A7\--
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8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT
teamndysolirfTF1-3 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?
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fNG STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF
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CONTINUED.'
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING STATEN
DA TED
TAKEN AT
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS "PAGE OF PAGES" WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMEAlr WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.

•
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(P,,!)
STATEMENT (Continued'

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.
ttO
10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested?
pc-

11. MIT Team only: Can you specifically identify any of the personnel by rank, facial recognition, or position at the scene
who you believe participated in the alleged abusive behavior or actions? If yes, please state to your best knowledge who you
believe did the alleged behavior and specifically what you believe you witnessed them doing. If no, can you state to the best of
your knowledge, the basic identifying characteristics of the people you believe were involved to include race, height, rants Mair
color, other identifying marks (tattoos) and specifically what you believe this person did.
RektEiti-k?itRI
TYVO eta:bIGR-C
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12. Can you specifically recall what was said during the "yelling episodes" reported in the alleged event? If so, please state
what was said and where it occurred at the scene.

13. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?
111111111111111rZ1-b 14
4 Oks Takt -113 "
,WASca,ieks tbscs4(Zocr Tik-47 eUrsiskS .

Czt, 1A-(_v" ,41-fisc`' V5/

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
TIRE STATEMENT MADE
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS
OM OF EACH PAGE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND
EWARD, WITHOUT
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WIT
ENT.
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT. AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENC

Making Statement)
Subscribed nd sworn to efore me, a person authorized by law. to

WITNESSES:

administer oa s, this
at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

3 s

9

day of

t' "J

Tff.

Fx:11

hire of Person Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEM
PAGE 2 OF

2.

PAGES
USAPPC V2.00

001631
ACLU-RDI 500 p.13
DODDOA 027045

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

4.

FILE NO.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A_ Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

11111111111.11111111111

IAD

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspected/accused;

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 his

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offertseisi, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For Personnel subject othe OCMJ

3.

t have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCM-1,1 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If i am now wilting to discuss the offertsefs) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even it I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side,

Section B. Waiver
g to a lawyer first and without

understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the of fenseis) under investigation a
having a lawyer present with me.

WITNESSES (/1 available)
la.

NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2e. NAME (Type or Print)

.

T PED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

•1111111111111Pr
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Section C. Non waiver
-

I do not want to give up my rights
I want a lawyer

D I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT WA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED SY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

(1041.632
ACLU-RDI 500 p.14
DODDOA 027046

PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE W RNING

1.

2-

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- or (FOP civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions.er say anything.'
'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJI You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER '

`Do you understand your rights?"

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?`

(If the suspect/accused says 'no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you wilting to discuss the offensits) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with You?" at the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent Ae., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate en

continue the interrogation, it the suspect/accused says 'no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
fermi
4
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has skated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must he completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused,

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS /a/DECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OH

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsecUaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of hisTher rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (Far

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as 91 you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881

USAPA
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
LOCATION

►

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
iac_k
Ii--s--cf

S rJ

-2 1' 4 -

eve S

d•-;

t

A.

s•-•-•-•-r,

icfr

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?

Nitir
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
a.

,i-t,

Irts-'11:,

.Z.)1(1 C

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the operation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)

N/A
5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?

=

—t_

6L rt

,D1 `1)v."‘ A

• fi'
S•
•

—el

1.1•4

S••

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.

1v,

7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)
5; 1

-1--

-e..."1

(

1,5

L

44".4--•

eC.4..hra

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said? f i
/1./ 1 .

EXHIBIT

INITIALS OF PERSO MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED."
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS "PAGE
OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
-

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.

USAPPC V2.00

ACLU-RDI 500 p.16
DODDOA 027048

STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge. 40,

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped
I ff on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested?

Ahk

11. MIT Team only: Can you specifically identify any of the personnel by rank, facial recognition, or position at the scene
who you believe participated in the alleged abusive behavior or actions? If yes, please state to your best knowledge who you
believe did the alleged behavior and specifically what you believe you witnessed them doing. If no, can you state to the best of
your knowledge, the basic identifying characteristics of the people you believe were involved to include race, height, rank, hair
color, other identifying marks (tattoos),and specifically what you believe this person did.
rf-a,yr

Dz.c

12. Can you specifically recall what was said during the "yelling episodes" reported in the alleged event? If so, please state
what was said and where it occurred at the scene.
5-

13. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time? j

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
111111.1111111111111
. 1 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 2-BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH. PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL I
NDUCEME

aternenti

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

q.

ecc'3

day of

-

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

-111

1.5ture
of Person Administering Oath)
#111111111111111111111

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE Z OF a PAGES
USAPPC V2.00

ACLU-RDI 500 p.17

001635
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

b

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

2. DATE

3.

TIME

4.

FILE NO.

.(64)
NAM

6.

SSN

8.

Hra MI!

•

7

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

111111M•

S

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

1111111.111110MIMMMIR 1AD

• and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

suspected/accused:

Before he/she asked

me any questions about the of fensefs), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

/For personnel subject oche UCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a Lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government

Of

a military lawyer detailed for me at

no expense to me,

or both.
-

Of

-

(For civilians not subject to the (.1CMJI I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning.] understind that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if / cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS /Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offenseisi under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.

WITNESSES af available,

3.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEW

-

la.

NAME (Type or &Intl

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4.

SIGNATURE OF NVESTIGATOR

2a.

NAME (Type or Printl

5.

TYPED NAME OF INV

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

m11111111111,
Section C: Non-waiver
1_

I do not want to give up my rights
0

1 want a lawyer

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT OA FORM 2823/ SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.18

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

601.453e;
DODDOA 027050

PART ii - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both'

b.

Nature of of fensefs).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- or
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

`Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your fights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial.'

c.

d.

if you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation.

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ/ 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This Lawyer

Make certain the suspectlaccused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

'Do you understand your rights?'
(If the suspect/accused says 'no." determine what is not understood, and if

Ill the suspect/accused says 'yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says 'no,' ask him/her the following question.)

'yes." ask the following question.!
'At this time, are you witting to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

(if the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?'

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says 'yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. II the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning_ Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that heishe has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: in all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (far
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsectiaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights heishe should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect(accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as 'if you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS fContinuedi
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SWORN STATEMENT

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATE
TIME

LOCATION

i g'3 .15'
01Atos/ 0'2
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

LAST NAME, FIRST NAME MIDDLE NAME

_____10111111111.11111ff

'

—

r
I

I

FILE NUMBER

Ammo

ORGA

I. __11111.MIIIMIF

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

L

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
i1

Ck.q ,- v.'e4-
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5-71e4 .
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2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, I600hrs?

N/4

3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?

t.c -ttiiittf

yes i

,),.,„ (

-/-6,Jk avA

43-C. 4--ck.,ck

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the operation? (example: SOT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)
P/4
5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?

7 5, w211 k1 col ci obSiifc,x

I a ki)v qie.

k-AS

vvct

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
Ilo
7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)
--.1 ,, y‘ ,5,i /ss os 4 fl (:)q.ka 1......,:g KickA,,s ..1-4 i?,, sc..'474 4--, .t_it 5.Alt
8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - 'what was said?
1L
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EXHIBIT
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CONTINUED.'
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING
"STATEMENT OF
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR
THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS ''PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL
PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL RE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE
SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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STATEMENT (Continued)

),

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested?

11. MIT Team only: Can you specifically identify any of the personnel by rank, facial recognition, or position at the scene
who you believe participated in the alleged abusive behavior or actions? If yes, please state to your best knowledge who you
believe did the alleged behavior and specifically what you believe you witnessed them doing. If no, can you state to the best of
your knowledge., - he basic identifying characteristics of the people you believe were involved to include race, height, rank, hair
color, other identifying marks (tattoos) and specifically what you believe this person gici.
fire! c.,s
LLT aS 601 veyv, , 6
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12. Can you specifically recall what was said during the "yelling episodes" reported in the alleged event? If so, please state
what was said and where it occurred at the scene.

13. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?

AFFIDAVIT
I.
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON P GE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

‘7.-

nature of Person eking Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

CI

day of

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

tgnature of Person Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

2

OF C — PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

-

.

•

tifi .),

,

,

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012fg1

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number, is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

To provide commanders

.

DISCLOSURE:

.

and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

2.

DATE

8.

ORGAN

3.

TIME

.

, First, Mil

NA

SSN

7.

GRA

FILE NO.

18r340

po,,i UT 3
S.

4.

DDRESS

US

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER LEH-I IFICATE

Section A. Rights
The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she-is with the United States Army allIMINMOMErallEnar IAD
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspected/accused:

15-6

Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensefs), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject othe UCMJ

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Or -(For civilians not subject to the IJCMJI I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offenseisl under investigation, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or

4.

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. i am now willing to discuss

the ofienseisl under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without

having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES

(If available!

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

3.

(Type or Print/

I a.

NAME

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

5.

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

O.

-----111111111111111111 I r —
INVESTIGATOR

4.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

11

111111111111.9.
TOR
TION OF INV

ORGANI

Section C. Non - waiver
I do not wan t t o give
0

Z.

up my rights

I want a lawyer

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT OA FORM .?8.23) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
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PART If - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

tawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- of (For civilians not subject to the VCMJI You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

`before f ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions br say anything.'
"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial.'
c.

d. if you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJI You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

-

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspectlaccused says "yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question.)

Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

'yes,' ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you wilting to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
'Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

III the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?' Of the suspect/accused says 'no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

haVe him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this loan. If the suspect/accused says 'yes." have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

form.!
SPECIAL NSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECTIACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE; If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offenseis) under

rights ad visal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE:

if I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT RE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR (NCRIIVIINAT/NG STATEMENTS:
1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspecUaccused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate hint/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as if you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
LOCATION

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent a enc is ODCSOPS
TIME
DATE

LAS

LE NAME

IL) 5

R KW

.
FILE NUMBER
GRAD

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

S

■

ORGA

TION OR A

SS

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

I

1. State your specific location and/Mr
•
s during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
I f.‘..4-;_s- 411- ilfr e et.,,,r 4
flY .1i,,,,..
liess / 4,,, 1 ,,,.5 ,61
c ' r.-.. 7

IA .e_.

;,. -. A, -1

7214 P]" a_s-,...,,,,/

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner

drop-f eration 16Sep03,16 hrs?

AV4
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
ii
i4
.
-1-kti illefAi/d 1-1?7,41 hi e, 11,4 , - cif.- /he 1-P,
-, { .A
4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the operation? (example: SOT Snuffy was located lust behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)
'0
5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?

:les

iv

,

1.
'€16 ./r/1171

c5.e.e`A:21yi

le
' ' i-eAerf,teh Er; fir.r.14‘..<- . _
6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
4 ,1..,
/hi,/ 1,, re th 14141
k

i6 z ,'1' c‘f ked

7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)
Ye - 5 Pe/ 441?'41 1 he /1 iv ]t11
1).-icr 1 ► 1e il
he s-di.994', , ,- i',,-ke.,/ A i.itka,
/ e

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?
1111111111111111, 0.--,ivq-
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RSON MAKING STATEMENT

IN

PAGE 1 OF

'2

PAGES

CONTINUED."
TAKEN AT
DATED
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -srATEMENT OF
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR
INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT- WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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STATEMENT

(Continued)

)2

(6), bp)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCO1C and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested?

11. MIT Team only: Can you specifically identify any of the personnel by rank, facial recognition, or position at the scene
who you believe participated in the alleged abusive behavior or actions? If yes, please state to your best knowledge who you
believe did the alleged behavior and specifically what you believe you witnessed them doing. If no, can you state to the best of
your knowledge, the basic identifying characteristics of the people you believe were involved to include race, height, rank, hair
color, other identifying marks (tattoos),and specifically what you believe this person did.

12. Can you specifically recall what was said during the "yelling episodes" reported in the alleged event? If so, please state
what was said and where it occurred at the scene.

13. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?

AFFIDAVIT
• HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I. IIMINIMPIW
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE ;\ . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INF N E, _ OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to be lore me,

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

a person authorized by law to

day of

• -14ACC 1

31k-tnature of Person Administering ath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority to Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

PAGE

Z.

OF

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

q

tri

)) 9 (1,?.)

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(91

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

1.

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

2.

DATE
C3

3.

TIME

4.

FILE NO.

(63

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

8.

41111111111111&

7.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. flights

IAD

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

and wanted to question me about. the following offense{s) of which I am
suspected/accused:

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

f do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything i say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel sublect oche UCMJ

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed far me at no expense to me,
or bath.
- Or -

fFor civilians not subject to the VOW/ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if f cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

if 1 am now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, i have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if i sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue an reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES /If available]
la.

3.

NAME (Type or Print)

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4. SIGNATUR OF INVEST ATQR

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

5. TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

b. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6. ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

eilig111111111NP

Section C. Non-waiver
1.

I do not ward to give up my rights

El
2.

do not want to be questioned or say anything

I want a lawyer

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.26
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PART if - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WA FINING

i.

2.

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspectJaccused.

- or

-

For cisaYaris not sub,iect to the VOW) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions. you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

'You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

b.

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

'If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the LICK)) 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and alter questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

`Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says `no." determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes.' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

•

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no." ask him/her the following question.)

'yes,' ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?'

was recent

haire him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

fewer than 30 days ago!, obtain legal advice whether to

(if the suspectIaccused says "no," stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this forrn. If the suspect/accused says "yes,' have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

2. if the suspectfaccused was questioned as such either without being advised

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

histher rights, does not went a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: lI 1 or 2 appties, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
For. use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent aency is OOCSOPS
LOCATION

DATE

F- Tc-
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. R ADDRESS

FILE NUMBER

1011
SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

IDDLE NAME
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TIME

1,1)}03
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• WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03_
z..)

r..1

00

I QCA

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?

3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
A 0 4.

,

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 112 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located 'ust behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
reciev- the
the were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)

-

r

t,

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - whit was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest? ki
L.).1 zr
r_ yej 40

pp/1.10 yr ks
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6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what. Ts
T4c
it, 3t-- -1f
fru Ind,
7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.) S 1 1.
4 ■I ilbrr.
1001tinr
p.f
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1111r.
A8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
Ith)

(17 API Acv0.13
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prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said? 7c 1,11-.,
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INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

:2

PAGES

CONTINUED."
DATED
TAKEN A r
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
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STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.
1
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10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested? Li t> L i e,- Vd 1i -- 1 ,_.,,- i e ,,I i-„ t",1,-.) 4,-..- . ,,,) ,,,--.: n•- - d t.
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11. Is there anything you would [ike to add to the investigation at this time?
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
1,
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS N PAGE 2 . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

e of Person Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

day of

/

law to

,

,..).:,$)

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

41111111111110111P------ (Signature of Person Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Arm

1111111Mill

IAD

and wanted to question me about the following offensels) of which 1 am
suspected/accused:

_15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything f say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject adze UCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning- This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for

at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

or both. - Cr (For civilians not subject' to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offenselsi under investigation, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even it I sign the waiver below.

. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the olfensets) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with rne.
1WITNESSES

(If available.,

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

3.

la.

NAME (Type or Print,

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4.

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

2a.

NAME (Type or Print,

5.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

MOW

IMIIIIIIIIIIIII
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

8.

M

IIIIIIIIMINIW

Section C. Non-waiver
I do not want to give up my rights
want a lawyer

❑

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a militry

a.

Your official position,

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offense(s).

- or -

o. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the VOW) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before . I ask you any questions. you must understand your rights.•

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one. a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'
'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."
c.

d.

"If you are now willing td discuss the of fensels) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.

THE WAIVER
`Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time/'

(If the suspect/accused says 'no,` determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question,/

"yes,' ask the following question.1
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
'Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Of the suspect/accused says "yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (:13., fewer than 30 days ago/. obtain legal advice whether to

have hinvher read and sign the non-waiver section cd the waiver certificate on

flf the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. if the suspect/accused says "no.' or if the prior

the other side of this form. if the suspectIaccused says "yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETE!) IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."). further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS;
I. If the supsectlacoused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.')

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is OOCSOPS
TIME
DATE

LOCATION

Me
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, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1111111111=1.1r

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
T. of 7.'h. To., Tr,. -it - &Nat off' flu•c..._ D. rzAs (),40 & 100.
-

-

p

1

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?

3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
7. "-c- Ottc..:Ze %.,,cNI. I 1- “c.1 Fro— r--- ,e "true- 14 Is 1L--E yo a... ci

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SOT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.) X t,,,, ..s i 4-._ -1t,-... Z i t .-1.
OCt1.--.....‘6.-../ :-..--. 3 Pr: Sr:H..4A
1 tr.....-e..,-.1 o 1...A.. .c.1 ye 1.-...5 Q`-,, -11,,c 9(otA .

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?
5 1 cco...,......— 5'^' ea". Lior1.3.
y/ E
I
•

y.e

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
, not 4../..--4:."- 1 to 9a-4- `' .-l"
-1-Lel k., cc t t.c.; 4., 5 ,0„. r_ pope,-,
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7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisorier drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)
fu O.

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT tea
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?
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DATED
TAKEN AT
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE - OF PAGES" WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED our, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention KCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.
S-er O . %
10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested?
Yes-

11. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?
see...A-t-A. Qe
o_ or i
t
Se
.11, e
rNtas
"rt—t- y

orc

V--to-,

ei

S Ob e), , r- 5. a. 6

-

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
D ENDS ON PAGE
_. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF ENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
EMENT.
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR U
WHICH BEGINS ON

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by Iaw to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this GIday of

k

,

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

F &nature of Person Administering Oath)

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

PAGES

OF
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement dfficiafs with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVEFIMON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

11111111.111111111=1111.111111_

_ and wanted to question me about the following offensefs) of which I am
suspected/accused:

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensets), hoWever, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject othe LICArli 1 have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

3

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expanse to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.
or both.
- or /For civilians not subject to the LiCmj) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and alter questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. ] understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if 1 cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the of fensefS4 under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even it 1 sign the waiver below.

. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
1 understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offenseis) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (ll available/

la.

NAME (Type or Pant)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C.
1.

VIEWEE

12.

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

5.

6.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

imumpo,

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Non-waiver

do not want to give up my rights
0

1 want a lawyer

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (19A FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART li - RIGHTS WA RNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or
For civilians not subject to the ULM)) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you grange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

b.

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

If you are now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJI 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you hive a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(H the suspect/accused says 'no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes.' ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(5) under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent fZe., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspectiaccused says 'no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

(If the suspect/accused says "no, - stop the Interview and

form,)

SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: if the
-

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensefs) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFiCATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspecUacCused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lavvyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions

example, do not make such comments as "if you didn't do anything wrong, you

.

shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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For use of
LOCATION

SWORN STATEMENT
this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATE
TIME

FILE NUMBER

0 7,4V(73
LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAM

MEER

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

I. —1111=11111111111=111..------

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.

cl

kz

c lC

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?
IA 4)
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously? iv =4: i A 1.24_
,5, a
(-CPI j 6 P\tP
e
1/d
,

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, .who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground11.11111111k
e
W'r

04 , -.1 , —;

tt t
11111.11111.11111p-'1kL

4°

4..

4 t.,:r

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?.*

cr

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.

7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.) tie

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?*

EXHIBIT

INITIAL

ON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

PAGES

CONTINUED."
TAKEN AT
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -STATEMENT OF
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS "PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL SE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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STATEMENT

to)(

(Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? Irso, 'please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge. 4 9

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested? y 5 4 f c„„ e.
ke
y C,4 5 cet..5,4 J --fa
re
1,-/-') e rrs
o te.1 0-tr‘..7/

11. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time? N o

___ONammiiMINI■

AFFIDAVIT

1.
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
. 1 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, 0 UNLAWFUL UCEMENT.

eat)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this day of

t■-k' L

. I

cc-3

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
•

-11

11111.1111111Wtgnature of Person Administering Oath)

-1111.11111.1111W---(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITIALS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

NG STATEMENT
PAGE

---4f OF

L

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For

ti

use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL. PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
.

LZTION

2.

A /

3.

DATE

e7,04.4' z'"

NAME (Last,. First, MU

TIME

FILE NO.

J

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON - WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
suspected/accused:

f

15 - iQuestioning

111111111111.1.1.111M1PlAp__

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which / am
111'S

regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject lathe UCMJ I have the tight to tali( privately to a lawyer before. during, and alter questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or
(For civilians not subject to the LICAul I have the right to taIk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below.

. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section

Waiver

understand my rights as stated above, am now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If availablei
la.

. SI ATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

NAME (Typo or Fain')

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

. S1GNATUR F INVESTIGATOR

maimpomm.
2a. NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

11111111100wSection C. Non - waiver
.

I do not want to give up my rights
ID

I want a lawyer

do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OFINTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (/24 FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.38
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PART Il - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspeoUaccused.

- or (for civdiarts not subject to the tiCAAJJ You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you alYarige for at your own

a.

'You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a
criminal trial.'

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

c.

(For persongel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

d.

"if you are now wilting to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER
'Do you understand your rights?'

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says -no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
'At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s1 under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with your (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago!, obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on
the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says 'yes," have him/her read
and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form]

continue the interrogation. If the suspectlaccused says "no," or if the prior
request was not recent, ask hinter the following question.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal,

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: II during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR !NCR(IVIINATiNG STATEMENTS:
1. If the supsectiaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as 'If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued(
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la) 11,4

h

(

SWORN STATEMENT
rut use,

m mis Taira,

LOCATION

me proponent

DATE

LAS

LE NAME

ORGA

see AN I v1.1-4U;

4)

it ency is tJuk.aur

TIME

FILE NUMBER

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER

GRADE/STATUS

SS

I.

WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

I. State your specific Iocatioefd activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Se? 03.
$') it" ..-1-.4711,..)
r AP' f .s.Y c fri
CO
/ C3 -Rf-,
.5
2. Are yet aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drOP-off operation on 16 Sep 03, I600hrs?

3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?

No

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 112 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)
Ot.14

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?

tf 0

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.

pe)

7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.) /1/0

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or IF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said? Af0

EXHIBIT

AKING STATEMENT
PAGES

PAGE 1 OF

CONTINUED."
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL SE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

ACLU-RDI 500 p.40

PENO=MOMmlif

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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STATEMENT (Continued/
(:?)
9. Did you witness any dialog between tbe detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If so,f please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested? itipi• civaevA
Vert. Attc)i...

11. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?

ikt 6

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE Z • i FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMEN MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITI
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITH
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL 1NFLUENC

rent)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this C1

,

day of

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

erson ministering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

OF 'I/ PAGES
USAPPC V2OO
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
ri

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency Is ODCSOPS

f

19 f

41,

40

011

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
I.

LOCATION

5.

NAME

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
2.

t.

'

DATE

S.

TIME

PA

FILE NO.

DRESS

8.

6.

4.

- RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

r

IIMEAl2_

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army IIIIIMI

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 ins

suspected/accused:

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offenselsl, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject othe tICMI I have the tight to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense' to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not soWect to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during qUestioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the of fenseisi under investigation, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time.

4.

or

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS

5.

(Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I

yer first and without

understand my rights as stated above- I am now willing to discuss the offensels/ under investigation and make
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES

(lf available)

3.

I a.

NAME (Type or Printf

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print!

5.

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

6.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR
—

.11111110111115MP
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

ilarigignir
Section C. Non - waiver
1.

1

do not want to give up my rights

0
2.

Iii

I want a lawyer

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.42

(VA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

ft. Nature of offense(s).

- or -

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

For civilians not sutject to the IJCMJI You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

`Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a_

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'
'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

criminal trial. c.

d.

"If you are now wilting to discuss the offense(s) under investigation.

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) 'you have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a laWyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says `no,' determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. if the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspectlaccused says "no." ask him/her the following question.)

'yes,' ask the following question.)
'At this time, are you willing to discuss the offenseis) under investigation and
make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'
(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

Present with You?' (/f the suspect/accused says -no,' stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

the other side of this farm. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspectlaccused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer.'), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do nor obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.')

COMMENTS (Continued,

....
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent a ency is ODCSOPS
TIME
DATE

LOCATION

FILE NUMBER

elti)(A
GRADE/STATUS

S

ORGANI

TIO

italialiffiriilw

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specific location and activities during e prisoner dropitff on 16 Sep 03.
l)c—k.%.) C EST 1%-3 oc__,C_ ,,...,)e—Ark- CO. 5 Oft 01.,1.67 0-.Z.: bttc-f

c

'

I

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?
c\..
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously? t‘ c\U

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton track and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recievin
ed and consolidating them on the ground.)
-0---fe.„

• ,
(•

),,,,,, -....._

0
5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?
IN.
6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
k\._ L,
7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, gso - what was sai4?
g
W (it ts -44,e,,: ) 6 -t.4_.'' ,...P Ce
0 r-V- L
e t., KN
--,ic.tZi
... i-1
L.

e......,,. _- ,

L
AY--..eC-) A-z-, 1.)

'I{
EXHIBIT

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
i

PAGE 1 OF

PAGES

CONTINUED."
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN Al
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
OF
PAGES. - WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT AND THE
AS "PAGE "
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.

USAPPC V2_00
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STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NC OIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If 'so, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.

1\0
10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be
arrested? \

k K, JS EU loC:

-\--okOct\A-r,f

I is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?
.

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL I
ENT.

tementi

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

, 19

day of

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Signature of Person Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

(Authority To Administer Oaths/

1-

PAGE

OF

PAGES
L1SAPPC V2.00
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
)'? ( 1))
6 ( 4)
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012Ig)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
.

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

DATE

2.

3.

4.

TIME

FILE NO.

1 IV—, kk3
5-

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

8.

.

US

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
•
1

Section A. Rights

I

■

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army allIMINIIMRIONall
and wanted to question me about the following oftense(s/ of which I am

suspected/accused:

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees -on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs
.

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject othe UCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.
or both.
- Of .. _
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. I understAnd that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer

and want one, a lawyer

will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or

4.

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss

the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without

having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available'

.

NAME 'Type or Print!

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4.

SIGNAT

2a.

NAME (type or Print/

5.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

All1111.1111111P
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR fi.

°

U11111111111111111

Section C. Non - waiver
1 do not want to give up my rights
0

2.

0

I want a lawyer

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89
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(DA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WA FINING

1.

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government

Of

a military

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

-or (For civilians not subject to the UMW You have the right to talk privately to a

a.

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arfartge for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

criminal trial."
c.

d.

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk

11 you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you haNie a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspectlaccusett fully 'understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says 'no,' determine what is not understood, and it

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(sI under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Of the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" Of the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago,, obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on
the other side of this form. 11 the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her read
and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

yarn.!
SPECIAL INS TRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the oftensels) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: It I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or She desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "if you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.";

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881

LiSAPA V2.03
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-

6

SWORN STATEMENT

(2)

For use of this form, see AR 19445: the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

LOCATION

DATE

TIME

FILE NUMBER

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

All1111.11111.116

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.

61/4-i=60

A L.0-e.1"---

eq-tJ Q Lt

uty\.koole

oe

2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, I600hrs?

AID
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?

./e0
4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 112 ton truck
recieving the
re unloaded and conso idating rhem on the ground.)

F(^ Q d

tA

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?

A 16)

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.

A (7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.)

A/0

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT team and any soldiers from TF 1-13 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?
/0

EXHIBIT

INITIALS O -

IJAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

<

-- PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENTOF
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED.'
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLWED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

USAPPC V2.00

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.

001666
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STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention NCOIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If $a, please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge.
r4 V 5 1.\\ - ci:ra
rk.k
WOO C. @ Cuoe 1000.7

ye(A. ¶ & I S Gt Ve S1.-1.4 0(0

10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you believe they did to be

arrested?

11. Is there anything you would like to add to the investigation at this time?

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 6- , i FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
•R REWARD, WITHOUT
OPE OF BEN
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFL

entire of Person Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by laves to
' a le - .0_3
j
day of
le

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this
at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

1
-----1111111W
gnature of Person Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE c1... OF

1-

PAGES
LISAPPC V2.00

ACLU-RDI 500 p.49

001667
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•

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

big),

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012ig}
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additionalfaltemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

LOCATION

5.

NAM

S.

SSN

if, (3)

-.,

AUTHORITY:

,

2.

DATE

3.

TIME

4.

FILE NO.

CAT)0 0 3
L

R st

l

RGANiZAT1ON OR ADDRESS

8.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
,

Section A. Rights

,IA D

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

and wanted to question me about the following offensels1 of which I am

suspected/accused:

15-6 Questioning. regarding_alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600 hrs

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(sl, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

1 do not have to answer arty question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject othe UCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

3.

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.
or both.
...

- or -

For civilians not subject to the UCh1.11 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange far at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
(f f am now willing to discuss the offenselsl under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time. or

4.

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the of fensels# under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available/

la.

NAME (Type or Print/

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

-

4.

ATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

1..11110"11111".P
2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

5.

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

fi.

TYPED NAME OF INVESTIGATOR
1111.1111=1.11111P
ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

4111110111111.11PP.P
Section C. Non - waiver
1.

I do not want to give up my rights
0

2.

I want a lawyer

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE (5F INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FORM 2823; SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

1, WARNING - Inform the so.specUacc-used of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or -

e. The fact That he/she is a suspect/accused.

For civt'ians not subject to the WWI You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial'
O.

d. II you are now wilting to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during. and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate'
Make certain the suspect/act:used:fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no,' determine what is not understood, and if

(if the suspect/accused says ''yes." stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question.)

' yes.' ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and

' Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Of the suspect/accused says "yes." find out when and where. If the request

present with you?' (if the suspect/accused says 'no,' stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago!, obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form./

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspecriacci.ssed orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense's) under

rights advise'.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
lF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. It the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease
1. If the supsectiaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate hirrelier to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as 'If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.')

COMMENTS (Continued/

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
LOCATION

DATE
4?

TIME

Ilio0

La

FILE NUMBER
(

1

LAST

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:

1. State your specific location and activities during the prisoner drop-off on 16 Sep 03.
I nc- owl pat er tut, - V
51
2. Are you aware of the specific allegations of potential abuse during the prisoner drop-off operation on 16 Sep 03, 1600hrs?
13 to ICO oc,/
Di, L
f ► IC
jeA
11.) aciec (3 [ thE y, i
11-: 5' bcc- KC 11.0
rn
3. Did you participate or witness any detainee dropped or thrown from the 2 1/2 ton truck during the drop-off, either
accidentally or maliciously?
(IL

4. Can you please state, to the best of your memory, who on site participated in the unloading of prisoners from the
2 1/2 ton truck and their exact position in the opeation? (example: SGT Snuffy was located just behind the 2 1/2 ton truck
recieving the prisoners after they were unloaded and consolidating them on the ground.)

5. Did you witness any obscene language or unprofessional language directed at the prisoners, if so - what was it? Is it
common practice to yell at prisoners upon or after arrest?
Al

6. Did you percieve any threat from the detainees that would warrant aggressive action to maintain control of the situation? If
so, please state specifically what.
C.!
7. Did you witness any soldier participating in the prisoner drop-off operation acting aggressively towards any of the prisoners,
was it warranted in your opinion to maintain control of the situation? (example: kicking to the sides of the body, kneeing to the
body or head, striking, or combative actions.) lk:/(3
kf „
f_
(14 t
Cl
OCk.4

tiAki 4/ fil

8. Did you witness any dialog between the MIT Learn and any soldiers from TF 143 or TF 2-70 during any aspect of the
prisoner drop-off operation, if so - what was said?
0

EXHIBIT

INITIALS

KING STATEMENT
PAGES

PAGE 1 OF

TAKEN AT
CONTINUED."
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING STATEMENT OF
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT AND THE
AS "PAGE
STA TEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
-

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

USAPPC V2.00

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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STATEMENT (Continued)

9. Did you witness any dialog between the detention 11COIC and any of the personnel dropping off prisoners? If `so, Please
state what was said to the best of your knowledge. iDe
t for, fOCO IC
hts Oce-ciS
, !DC
n
ti i
,„
ti
eCt5(
t pr16101b9C S r
1- WO -thirn
10. Did you believe that the prisoners dropped off on 16 SEP 03 were guilty? If so, what do you beIive they (I'd to be
cui
ce LA jt 1 1.ael 4.111ki CiLfrAec
e
0,,
arrested? 11,1 op,„...„,, kitce

Il. Is there anything you woulailvdd to the investigation at this time?
.
Pc -A( 4.c f,- dr -S
et.

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
WHICH BEGIN ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. f HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWF
I CEMENT.

(Signature of Person ■ a•menti
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

5

day of

No'-1

3

Lot: -3

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

of erson Administering Oath)

(Typed Name of Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEME
PAGE

OF Z. PAGES
USAPPC ■12 .00

ACLU-RDI 500 p.53
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Li 11?)

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE 0 I
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
lk)
DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

Title 10, United States Code, Section

3012(g)

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval,
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

2.

DATE

qfuov o3
5-

NAM

6.

SS

(Las

8.

7.

3.

4.

TIME

FILE NO.

icl 0 S

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ATUS

AIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

IAD

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspectedfaccUsed:

15-6 Questioning regarding alleged mistreatment to include assault on detainees on 16 SEP 03 approx 1600

hi-s

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offerisels), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1. 1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.
2, Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3.

(For persohnet subject oche LICMJ

i have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer i arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the 1(CA1J) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

If i am now willing to discuss the of fenseisf under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if i sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section S. Waiver
understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offensetsi under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
la.

NAME (Type or Print/

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print/

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

3.

SIGNA

4,

SIG ATURE OF INV

TYPED NAME

6.

OR

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Section C. Non-waiver
do not want to give up my rights
want a lawyer

do not want to be questioned or say anything

2. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823/ SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.54

USAPA 2.01
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

I.

2.

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- or (For civi1iens not subject to the UCMJ/ You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

if you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation.

(For personneh subject to the UCMJ) 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This Sawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

' Do you understand your rights?"

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says `no.' determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. if the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question_)

' yes.' ask the following question.)
At this time, are you wilting to discuss the olfense(s) under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?' Ilf the suspect/accused says 'no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e.,. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on
the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says "yes," have himIher read
and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.!

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says 'no,' or if the prior
request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, warns to discuss the of teasels) under

rights advise'.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT SE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example. 'Maybe i should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsectiaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as 'If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")
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For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODC

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN).
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
I.
WHICH 33
AGE
I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
By ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE DO
H PAGE
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CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF RE EFIT a
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HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR EWARD ITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE
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For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the g roponent agency is

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:
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PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

(SSN).
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately

ROUTINE USES:

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval,

DISCLOSURE:
1 . LOCATION

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943
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, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
1 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. - THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
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INITIALS OF PERS MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE I OF

2---

PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED.'
THE BOTTOM-OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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STATEMENT (Continued)

AFFIDAVIT
1,

, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE . I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. 1 HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL 1NFLUEN

(Signature of Person Making Statement)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this

day of , 19

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Typed Name o Person Administering Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ester Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

2- OF

2

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is OOCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(91
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additiOnagalternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.
1

I.

LOCATION

DATE

2.

13 54.

24 0 -leic 6(c, A,

-

NA E (Last, Rist Ml)

5.

SSN

61 li

r

GRAD

US

4.

TIME

i3f1

FILE NO.

hAs

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

8.

7_

3.

)4 oct-o

IIIIIIIIIIIIrrnP

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
lection A. Rights

'he investig

a

r

with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the fallowing offensets) of which I am

:ow/acted/accused:
Sefore he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
.
!.
t.

i do not have to answer any question or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject othe UM,

1have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can he a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians nor subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a laWyer present with
me during questioning. i understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
It I am now witting to discuss the ottensets) under investigation, whit or without a lawyer present, i nave a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

.

•'

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

ktdiort B. Waiver

_

endarStand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offensefsi under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

without

airing a lawyer present with rne.
WITNESSES (If available)
a.

NAME (Type or Print(

.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

a.. NAME (Type or Print)

3.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

4.

SIGNATURE OF WIVES I :. a :

'ir4lie

....

lt
-aar

- —.41algir
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

.

a•

A NI • TION OF INVESTIGAT• -

action C. Non -waiver

.

I do not want to give up my rights
❑

I want a lawyer

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

001685

TTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

./
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

1.

2.

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused,

- Of -

(For civilians not sables: to the LICIVIJI

You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.
b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."
c.

d.

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her -.rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

Of the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspectlaccused says "yes, - stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspectlaccused says "no,' ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the of fensets) under investigation and
"f-lave you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer.

ill the suspect/accused says "yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago),

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

obtain legal advice whether to

(If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says -no,' or if the prior

the other,side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAiVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights butrefuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the off ense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

sweet interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer:), further questioning must cease

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as if you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need art attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued.;
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STA - TfMENT AND BE INITIALED AS
PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
"PAGE
OF
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEG
PAGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. i HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITH
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT
OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUE

mg Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this 1.5

day of

_0(1/-akg,"

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ath.

ring Oath)

f e ame a

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

IN

a Administer Oaths)

ON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190- 30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

Pt

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

,
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
provide
commanders
and
law
enforcement
officials
with
means
by
which
information
may be accurately identified.
To
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1.

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

BS A

5,

N

S.

S

E

7000)
4:04.

z

;

6

knfaci

1

2.

DATE

3.

16 oaf 63

r

(Last, First, Ml)

8.
7.

4.

TIME

FILE NO.

II-1 30

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

GRADE/STATUS

1111111*

IMO.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section-A. Rights

The investigator whose name a

e

t he/she is with the United

States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspected/accused:

-

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensels/, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

/do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject oche IJCMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or -

(For civilians not subject to the

LICM.II

i have the right to talk privately to a

lawyer

before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. i undersMnd that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
if I am now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering

4.

questions at any time, or

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS

(Continue on reverse side)

.

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
1 a.

.

NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

VESTIGA OR

4,

SIGNATURE Or

6.

OR ANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Section C. Non - waiver

1.

1 do not want to give up my rights
0

2.

I want a lawyer

❑

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT /0.4 FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

IJSAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

1. WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or -

(For civilians not subject to the WWI You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

'You do not have to answer my questions Or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial,'
c.

d.

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UMW/ 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE W AIVER-

"Do you understand your rights?'

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says 'no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necess'ary, repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. if the suspect/accused says 'no," ask him/her the following question.)

`yes," ask the following question.)
`At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s). under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

haire hirrilher read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. if the suspect/accused says `no: or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have hint/her read

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

form.)
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to . discuss the offenselsi under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE:

If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsectiaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
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DATE
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING STATEMENT
CONTINUED."
AT
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THE BOTTOM.OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST SEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AND THE
AS "PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
. 1 FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
WHICH BEGINS ON P
D ENDS ON PAGE
PAGE
TTal 0
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED T
ITHOUT
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY W
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL I

g Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by Ql2w to
;la =
day of 00 fd..)er

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this
at

5

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITI

nister Oaths]
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURETWAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

7

(e) )

(„„1")

b

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE: '
T.

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g) •
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/aftemate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

i5 Oc t 0 3

64 5 r4 0A Titaiir
L.

.

DATE

2.
13 511 )

SSN

7.

3.

4.

TIME

FILE NO.

13 30

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

8.

GRADE/STATUS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights
Th 'nvesti ator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offenseis) of which I am
suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offenseIs}, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
?For personnel subject eche 1.10141 I have the right to talk Privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present With me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.

3.

. or both.

or (For civilians not subject to the MAO I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
-

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now

4.

willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation, with or

without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation and

having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
la.

2a.

without talk.> to

a

lawyer first and without

_ ._____.—....■11

----

NAME (Type or Print)
SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

.

make a state.•

NAME (Type or Print)
mr.

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

S.

NM,

Section C. Non - waiver
I.

I do not want to give up my rights
El

2.

I want a lawyer

0

1 do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

001.69 4
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both,"

b.

Nature of offensefs).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- or (For civilians not subject to the CICIAV) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

'You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."
c.

d,

if you are now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation,

(For personn e
l l subject to the UCMJI 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certainihe_suspectfaccused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes,' stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with your (lf the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent (i.e., fewer than 3D days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' have hirreher read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question./

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensels) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. Wet

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need en attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued/
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SWORN STATEMENT
LOCAT

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent arrtcy is ODCSOPS
TIME
DATE

N
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iy: 3b.
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E

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
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EXHIBIT

INITIAL

ING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

i

PAGES

CONTINUED."
DATED
TAKEN AT
ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
' AS "PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND
GE
• I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INF
IUCEMENT.

(Signature

ng Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

/5

day of 124'/Ivt, r-A...

. prlecLI

a

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority

❑ Admits er Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

2.

OF 2, PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDUREIWAIVER CERTIFICATE

(

For use of this form, see AR 190 -30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

b(it.7

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

PRINCIPAL. PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement ofiiciaIs with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

TIME

2. DATE

5

gikd'Ad

150ed- 03

rt

NAME (Last, First MO

FILE NO.

100

8. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

.

TUS

411111111111111r

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The inv •

r whose

me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offensels) of which 1 am

suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3

(Far personnel subject othe

vow I

have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Or -

(Far civilians not subject to the UCM,I) 1 have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understa'nd that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.

If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, i have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
.

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

. COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the Of ensefs) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer fast and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES
1 a. NAME

((f available)

(Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a NAME

EWEE

4. SIGNATURE OF INV TIGATO

(Type or Print)

-....1111

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

OR NIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Section C. Non-waiver
1.

1 do not want to give up my rights
0

1 want a lawyer

❑

1 do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT WA FORM 2823/ SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89
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THE WARNING

1. WARNING • Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused,

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government ay a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
or
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ/

You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial'
c.

-d.

'If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJI 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE W AIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says "no,' determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says 'no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
'At this time, are you willing to discuss the offensets) under investigation and
`Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" (if the suspect/accused says -no," stop the interview and

was recent

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form if rhe suspect/accused says "yes,' have hint/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.]

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensels) under

rights advise'.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE:

If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. tf the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer.'), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. If the supsectlaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only
concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued/
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6 (4)
SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
DATE
TIME

LOCATION

FILE NUMBER
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WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH:
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INITIAL

AK ING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

)--1

PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
CONTINUED.'
TAKEN AT
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES.” WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823. JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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AFFIDAVIT

HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH 6 GINS ON PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
_ I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAIhIING THE STATEMENT_ I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
T.
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFL

erson 'eking Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

15

day of

CX f elac ir ,
-

de,,)

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

e

(Ty

ed Name o erson Administering Oath)
star Oaths)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

PAGE

OF

2.

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE 1

. .

1

0 4

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT •

)b

AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012Igl

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number'is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security. Number is voluntary.

T.

S.

.

LOCATION

&,f
NAM

i

ga

2.

AJa:6-r

z

'

DATE

/6 oc e 63

TIME

FILE NO.

R.

40 13 35

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

B.

s

3.

7.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The i

sti at

me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offer-wets) of which I am

suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it dear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject of he UCMJ

•

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a Sawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian Lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- Of -

(For civilians not subject fo the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to .a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offenseis) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or

4.

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

5.

Section B. Waiver
lawyer first and without

1 understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a
having a lawyer present with me.
-

WITNESSES (If available)

la.

.

NAME

(Type or Print)

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

-

n,

IF----F INVESTIGATOR

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

..

ORGANIZATION OF INVESTIGATOR

Section C. Non - waiver
1.

I do not want to give up my rights
0

2.

0

I want a lawyer

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OFINTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (0.4 FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

EDITION OF

Nov

BY

THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED
US APA 2.01

84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART U - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

I_ WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s),

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or (For civilians nor subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for'at your own

a.

'You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a Sawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins. -

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

'If you are now willing to discuss the offensets) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the LICMJI 'You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?'

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(if the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. if the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If The suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes.' ask the following question./
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' find out when and where. If the request

present with your (If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent ae.,. fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

hat4 him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. if the suspect/accused says -no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her read
and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: if the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but, refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must he so advised, The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensels) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: if 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT SE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate

and

initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. if the supsectlaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

LOCATION

DATE

TIME
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FTC

LAST NAME, FIRST NAME, MIDDLE NAME

FILE NUMBER
t

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER
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PAGES
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ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STA
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TAKEN AT
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE .STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
OF PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
AS 'PAGE
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AFFIDAVIT
I.
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 AND•E DS ON PAGE
f FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. 1 HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFU
■ DUCEMENT.

rson Making Statement)
Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

administer oaths, this

6

day of

Airadka -

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

Oaths)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING
PAGE

.2 OF

2

PAGES
USAFPC V2.00
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 30121g,
To provide commanders and law enforcement officiats with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

DATE

6sA

g41kckid Tr01

150d- 1)

.

FILE NO.

TIME
130

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

PART l

-

RIGHTS WAIVER/NON - WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

1

111,at he/she is with the United States Army

-

and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am
suspec ascus

11111111111111111.1111°11

me any questions about the offense/Si, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial,

3.

Beforh/sakd

(For personnel subject oche LICMJ I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a Military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.

(For civilians not subject to the UCP41) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I undersilnd that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if i cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a Lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offense/0 under investigation, with or without a lawyer present,

I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I em now willing to discuss the offenseIsl under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES

Ia.

NAME

(If available)

3.

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

(Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C. - Non - waiver
.

I do not want to give up my rights
0

I want a

lawyer

El

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART Ii - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b.

Nature of offense(sl.

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

- or (For civilians not subject to the UCM..1) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."
"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial."
c.

d.

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJI "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspectfaccused says

lawyer, If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question./
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(sl under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(if the suspect/accused says 'yes," find out when and where. if the request

present with you?"

was recent ge., fewer than 30 days ago),

ha.ve him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

obtain legal advice whether to

(11 the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have him/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted far assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensels) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:
1. it the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

.

rnmediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be Mid that

be utilised to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights, (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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AFFIDAVIT

I,
WHICH B

, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
1 AND ENDS ON PAGE 7
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED All CORRECTIONS AND HAVE IN TIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT
BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE,
DUCEMENT.

n Making Statement)

WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this
at

/..r5

day of

61) et-

g Oath)

•
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(T ed Name of •ers Administering Oath)
mister Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEIlly
PAGE 2- OF

2._

PAGES
USAPPC V2.00
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PART 11 - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

1. WARNING • Inform the suspect/accused of:

2.

a.

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offenseisl.

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- or -

(For civilians not subject to the CICkQJ You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to hive a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights.'

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'
`Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against - you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial.`
c.

-d.

"If you are now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the LIC/VIJI "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands -his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

`Do you understand your rights?`

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

fit the suspect/accused says 'yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused says

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

"yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

(ff the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent Ae., fewer than 30 days ego/, obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes," have hint/her read

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of this
form.,
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspectfaccusecl orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensefs) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: if 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
(F WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all cases

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every effort

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certifi cate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel ffor
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or the desires to waive counsel. The questioning may not

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

be unfixed to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights. (For

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you
shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued;

USAPA V2.0t

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER CERTIFICATE

t

b(&)) b (2)

For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
LOCATION

DATE

3.

FILE NO.

TIME

13

'50c 0.3

6.5

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The

e/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the

following

offenselsl of which I am

suspects

he/she asked me any questions about the offensets), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following tights:
1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.
Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

Before

1.
2.
3

(For personnel subject athe UCM..1 I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to rim,
or both.
-

-

Or

to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and atter questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
(For civilians not subject to the UCMJI I have the right

If I am now willing to discuss the offense{s} under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. l am now willing to discuss
having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

the offensefs) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without
3

SIG

la. NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

4. SIGNATURE OF

INVES

2a. NAME (Type or Printi

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C. Non waiver
-

I

do not want to give up my rights
0

I want a lawyer

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH TI-IIS

WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN

DA FORM 3881. NOV 89

.

STATEMENT (OA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE
EDITION OF NOV 84 IS

SUSPECT/ACCUSED
USAPA 2.01

OBSOLETE

001711
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DODDOA 027125

40 30
SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form. see AR 19045: the proponent agenc is ODCSORS
DATE
TIME
2C ,Serir 0-1
)62,0
SOCIA
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NG STATEMENT

PAGE 1 OF

Z

PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEM
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED."
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE 1N1 ALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS PAGE OF PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE I WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72 (EG)

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823. 1 JAN 68. WHICH WILL BE USb. 0 It.,

es

ACLU-RDI 500 p.94
DODDOA 027126

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHIG
PAGE 1 AND ENDS ON PAGE
. FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT, I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HO
OR REWARD. WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR U
MENT.

ure of Person Making Statement)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this
, 20
day of

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ering Oath)

!staring Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS
INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT

ACLU-RDI 500 p.95

I PAGE

PAGES

OF

001713
DODDOA 027127

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form. see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

b7

,

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title ID, United States Code, Section 30121g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate Ming and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION,.---,

- I(
5.

NAME

e

.

.

8.

7.

DATE

TIME

ORGA

S

4.

ni-

-2s-5ter c)-.,

FILE NO.

TUS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name a

ofd me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offenselsi of which I am

stispectedJaccased:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensaIsl, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can he used as evidence against me in a criminal trial,

3.

(For personnel subject claw 11CLO

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or

-

(For civilians net subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

If I am now willing to discuss the offenselsi under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES Of
1a.

.

2a.

NAME

available)

3.

SIG

V1EWEE

4.

SIGNATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

b,

ORGANIZAT ON OF INVESTIGATO

(Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

NAME

aka a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

(Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

Section C. Non-waiver
1.

1 do not went to give up my rights
CI

2.

I want a lawyer

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.96
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:
a.

Your official position_

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military
lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."
- Or

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."
a.
b.

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins.'

criminal trial."
c.

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ) You have the right to talk privately to a

d.

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before. during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate,"
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

lit the suspect/accused says "no,' determine what is not understood, and if

Of the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) tinder investigation and
Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a Sawyer

fff the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (i,e-, fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

the other side of this farm- If the suspect/accused says 'yes," have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of

This form. /
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensels) under

rights advise!.

investigation. and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 3 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he Of she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued/

USAPA V2.01

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881
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SWORN STATEMENT

W )"

)

For use of this form, see AR 1905;
-4 the proponent agency is OD SOPS

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSN!.
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified_
Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

AUTHORITY:

1. LOCATION

2. DATE (YYYYMMDDI

200.1

4. FILE NUMBER

3. TIME
1(.37

ME FIRST NAME,

7. GRADE/STATUS

R ADDRESS
9.
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11. INITIALS s PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

1DDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING ''STATEMENT

TAKEN AT

DATED

PAGES

0 ' li t

HE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST SEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER
'UST BE BE INDICATED.
A Cr1011/1

r1Cf"- 1004

ACLU-RDI 500 p.98

crattut 7R7`; IJ A 77 tC r7GiCr1i FTC

DODDOA 02713C

USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, 'PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM.

STATEMENT OF

TAKEN AT

„ tr”)

DA TED

-6cp1-03

.9

9. STATEMENT (Continued)

001717
IIT1ALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

OF J PAGES

ACLU-RDI 500 p.99
DODDOA 02713'

STATEMENT OF
9. STATEMENT

a3 )

6

ANNMIIIIF

AKEN AT

1 700

DATED

g S..56061- d3

(Continued)

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL IN t FTUIENT.
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE

Making Statement)

Subscrib

WITNESSES:

d sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

administer oaths, this

day of

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ministering Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authority

minister Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE
I, n rr.nSS

•• on

n[7..r.

Orlon

3

OF

3

PAGES
I IRAPA V I On

ACLU-RDI 500 p.100
DODDOA 027132

RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE

(2)

Far use at this tarn see AR 190.30: the proponent agency is OOCSOPS

DATA REOUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHOR/TY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOstnie

Title 10, United States Code. Section 30121g1
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with mea ns by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Nurrkar is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate fl ug and retrieval.
Disclosure of your Soda! Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

5.

a3

S. S7

NAME le

Iffifiratir

TOS

111111111111111.1

FLEE NO.

17.5

ORGANIZATION SR ADDRESS

8.

Ur

-

TIME

DATE

2.

BSA- S 6CT

PART I - RIGHTS WMVERINON WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

The

vest! Mar who

hefshe is with the United Stales Army

•

and wanted to question me about the following of (easels) of which lam

suspected/accuse&

e gem heishe asked me any questions about the of fenselsi. however, h eishe made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
I.
2.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.
Anything I say ar do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(icier peacoat! eukeet othe Grafi I have the right to talk privately to a Iavvyw before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a.siviliain lawyer I arrange

101

or no expense to the Government or a nirlitary lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,

or both.
- or •
Fax citorfriamsdat suRiecir tot the MAU, I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before. during. and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and ware one, a lawyer
will be appointed forme before any questioning begins_
IT I am now willing to discuss the offense/4 under investigation, with

OF

without a lawyer p relent, I have a right to stop answering questions at any lime.

Of

speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, evert if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (ergaillUe on reverse sick)

Section B. Waiver
understand my rights as slated above. I am now wilting to discuss the of fensetsI wider investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and without having a lawyer preyed with me.
WITNESSES
NAME

(Type or Friar/

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME

Er.

SIGNATURE Of INTERVIEWEE

(If available

4.

SiGNA TUBE OF INVESTIGATOR

S.

0

(Type a Pant/

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS ARO PRONE

12

ION rF INVESTIG

Section C. Non - waiver
F.

I do not want to give up my rights
0

I ware a lawyer

0

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

TTACN TRIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN ST ATEMENT 104 FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

A FORM 3881, NOV 89

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

M}1719
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DODDOA 027133

PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspecthaicissed af:

can be a dawn you arrange for at roc expense to the Government of a military lawyer detailed for you at on

I.

Your official position.

expense to you, en both.'

b.

Nature of offeriseisi.

e.

The fact that he/she is a suspec Baccissed.

fFor cirileos hot subject to the UCM.1) You have the right to talk privately In a lawyer before, during, and

INLETS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as fataws:

after questioning and to have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer can be erne you

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

arrange for at your own expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want okte, a lawyer ME he appointed

a,

'You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

for you before any questioning begins."

h.

'Anything you say ar do can be used as evidence against you in a criminal trial."

C.

during, and after querstianmg and to have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This

present, you have a right to step answering questions al any time, or speak privately with a

lawyer

lawyer before answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate,'

(For personnel wthriect to the UCMJ) "You have the tight to talk privately to a lawyer before,

d.

'If you are naw wilting to discuss the °newels] under investigations, with or without a lawyer

Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.

THE WAIVER

' Do you understand yew rights?"
Of the suspec Ilaccused says

'Do you want a lawyer at this time?'
determ n e what is not understood, and i t necessary repeat the

If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' slap the questioning until he/she has a lawyer. If the s uspecthaccused

appropriate rights advisement. 11 the suspect/accused says "yes,' ask the fallowing question)

says 'nit," ask him/her the following goes-Wird

' Have you ever requested a lawyer enc.' being read your sights?'

'At this rime, are you willing to discuss the anoints) under investigation and make a statement without

(If the sospecllaccused says "yes," fold out when and where. If the request was recent f e., fewer than 311

talking to a lawyer and without hexing a lawyer present with your (if sospeedoeroserf says "no," stop

aka in legal advice whether to continue the interrogation. II the suspectlaccused says 'no, or if daysgot.
the prior request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.}

the intender,' and bare hinalmr mad trod sign the ow-wirer section of the waiver certificate on the other
side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes,' hare hiheher read sod sips the waiver section of the
waiver certificate oo the other side of this four

SPEC{AL INS? nun Oils

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFiCATE: II the suspect/accused orally rains

2_ If the sus-pectfaccused was questioned as such either without being advised of his/her rights or same

hi sther rights but refuses to sign the waiver cern n sate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make

question exists as to the propriety of the first statement, the accused mist he so advised. The office of

notations on the waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has Slated that he/she understands his/her

the serving Staff Judge Advocate should he contacted for assistance in drafting the proper rights

rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offensetil under investigation, and refuses to sign the

advisai.

waiver certificate.

IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPIETEO IMMEDIATELY: in at cases the waiver certificate mast
be cerapleted as soon as passible. Every effort should he made to complete the waiver certificate before any

NOTE:

If 1 at 2 applies, the tact that the mu-vett/accused was advised accordingly should he rioted in
the commit section on the waiver certificate and initialed by the suspect/amused.

questioning begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at ante, as in the case of street
interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be kept on the circumstances.
WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR HER RIGHTS CURING THE
PRIOR INCRIMlNATiNG STATEMENTS:

INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the interrogation, the =pew displays indecision about requesting
counsel /for example, 'Maybe I sho uld get a lawyer:'/, further questioning must cease irenwRalely. At that
point, you may question the suspectlaccused only concerning whether he or she desires to waive comae/.
The questioning may not he oilfired to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising Whet' rights. (For

I. If Ike supsectfaccused has made spontaneous incriminating statements before being properly

example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong, you shouldn't need an attorney.")

advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that such statements do not obligate hinliter is
answer further questions.

COMMENTS (Continued/
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INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGES

PAGE 1 OF

ID:MAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATE
F
TAKEN AT
CONTINUED.'
DATED
nTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
GE
OF
PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED. THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT. AND THE
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SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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STATEMENT (Continued)

ir-f4)/

613)

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH B
AG
LILLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME_ THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, qR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

t)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before rue, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this
, 20
day of
at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ster Oath)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE
,1m1■1■11/

OF
■
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PAGES
■
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

(s

t

AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 30121g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCIIRN

DATE

10111111ftm
-411111111111111

TIME

3.

4.

FILE NO,

/7:3

5- Sseso-

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

7 GRAD

TUS

CFRTIFICATE

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/N -

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offenseis) of which I em
suspected/accused:

Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensels), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2. Anything 1 say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
3

(For personnel subject oche UCtie'd i have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer.can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.
or both.
- Or (For civilians not subject to the UC/FIX 1 have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, end after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or it I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offensefs1 under investigation, with .Or without a lawyer present, / have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section 8_ Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. 1

am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer First and

without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)

3. SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

la. NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or INN)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

•

;4='.' — '411.1Mr

OR

ORGANIZA ION OF INVESTIGA OR

Section C. Non-waiver
I do not want to give up my rights
0

I want a lawyer

0 I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

kri-AcH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO
IA

ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

FORM 3881. NOV 89

EDITION OF NOV 84 /9 OBSOLETE

USAPA 2.01

ACLU-RDI 500 p.105
DODDOA 027137

PART If - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b.

Nature of offenseis/.

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused,

-

of

-

(For civilians not subject to the MM.)) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning end to have =n lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial.'
c.

d.

(For personnel dubject to the UCMJI "You have the right to talk

'If you are now willing to discuss the offerrse(e/ under investigation.
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

Elf the suspect/accused says 'yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.l
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the oftense(5, under investigation and
"Have you over requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

of the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waver section of the waiver certificate on

(If the suspectIaccused says "no,' stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. If the suspect/accused says "yes,' have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her thelollowing question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: if the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisaf.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: if I or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: in all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISiON ON EXERCiSING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, $u may question the suspect/accused only

example. 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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TATEMENT (Continued)

6 W1 19 (3)

AFFIDAVIT
I.

, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHIG
A D ENDS ON PAG
I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT. AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)

WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

administer oaths, this
at

day of

20

ministering Oath)

0

r!

ESS

OADDR
S
IN

-math)

(Ruth.

STATEMENT

PAGE

OF

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURENVAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

1

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

vir•
Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)
To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

2.

.

DATE

(5sep

.

NAME

.

SS

(Le

4.

FILE NO.

ORGrANIZATION OR ADDRESS

8.

.

TIME

(e: 4-L5

TUS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
.

Section A. Rights

The investigator whose name a

ears

at he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offenseIsI of which I am

suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(sL however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3. (For personnel subject oche UCMJ

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a

during questioning, This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange

for

lawyer present with me

at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.

or both.
,
(For

- or -

civilians not subject to the UCMJ) 1

have the right to talk privately to a lawyer-before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

If 1 am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time,
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1

5,

COMMENTS

sign

or

the waiver below.

(Continue on reverse side/

Section B. Waiver
nt without talking to a lawyer first and

I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the off enseis) under investigation and ma
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES af

available)

3.

(Type or Print)

la.

NAME

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

INVESTIGA

6411.
11
2e.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

1111

OR ANIZA ION OF INVESTIGATO

6.

411111111111111111.1111,Section C. Non-waiver
1

I

do not want to give up my rights

0

2.

❑

1 want a lawyer

1 do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

IDA FORM

28231

SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

USAPA 2.01

001727
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the SLIspectlaccused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

b.

Nature of offensels).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

or (For- civilians not subject to the UCMJI You have the right.to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspecrlaccused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial"
c.

d.

if you are now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation,

(For personnel subject to the UCMJ) "You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?'

Elf the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if
necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a
lawyer. If the suspect/accused says 'no," ask him/her the following question.)

says "yes," ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having.a lawyer

(It the suspect/accused says 'yes." find out when and where, if the request

present with you?" (if the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recent

(i.e., fewer than 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspectraccused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form if the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her thefollowing question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If'the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first -

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advise!.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: if 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SLISPECTiACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances,

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspectlaccused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

1. If the suosect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

[For example, do not make such comments as 'If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)
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STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
DA FORM 2823, JUL 72 {EG)
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STATEMENT (Continued)

b13)

b(

N
N.,

AFFIDAVIT
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BE
A i AND
PdFIGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT 0
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENC

mg a ement)

m ure o
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
, 20
administer oaths, this
day of

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OkADDRESS

(Authority Ta Administer a )

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

OF

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
i 1 \I

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

e;) (3 .)
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 30121g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.
Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1.

LOCATION

DATE

2.

2.s' se/e1-63
8.

FaimizATIoN OR

4.

TIME

3.

FILE NO.

iiip
ADDRESS

.

PA T

ER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE

Section A. Rights

,

Apo

The investigator w

r

appears below told me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offenseisl of which I am

suspectedfaccused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offense(s), however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following tights:

1.

I do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject oche UCMJ

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense tethe Government or a military lawyer detailed for me et no expense to me,
,_.
or both,
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.

If I em now willing to discuss the offensefs) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, 1 have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5,

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side]

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
la.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

-

SIGN

3.

OF INVESTIGATOR

4.

ORGANIZATI N OF INVESTIGATO

fi.

Section C. Non-waiver
.

I do not want to give up my rights
0

2.

I want a lawyer

0

I do not went to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT (DA FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

USAPA 2.01

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE
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PART II - RIGH

WARNING PROCEDURE

THE WARNING

1.

2.

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offensels).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused,

- or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ/ You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during. and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal trial. -

d.

C. (For personnel subject to the UCMJI "You have the right to talk

"If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before
answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

-

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

lif the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says 'no," ask him/her the following question.)

Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

says 'yes," ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

Of the suspect/accused says 'yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (ie., fewer then 30 days ago), obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

(11 the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. /f the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: if the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effectthat he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver -

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initiated by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECTIACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."1, further questioning must cease

PRIOR INCRINI.INAT/NG STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should tie told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as if you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney.")

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881

L1SAPA V2.01
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1

f

SWORN STATEMENT

bit t & j i

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agent is OUCSOPS
LOCATION

I1Th
T

AM

:

te5eipk3

l'icArr-- e_0-,f\--,p

•1-

••

D

NAME

JP ( 751

E

FILE NUMBER

r(okk

STATUS

. —......ir,.........., . t. -

I,

, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT LINDER OATH:

'`-b C\ e-& (

AV-eiA, kID \ -\-S f&A
sp(\c_ te_.

-

s; C..\‘`\,e•

? ti" E- {) iT[75A j2Zi\()

\v.-1-C

yc--- .t.se\uc.- -- exj.„0,.

eirs,k-5

i

lre,tu 1 0

ut-ov, ci oic- Qs1/4A(

co
,. .

•

EXHIBIT

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

PAGES

ADDI TIONAL PAG S MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
CONTINUED.
DATED
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS "PAGE OF PAGES." WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED. THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT. AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72 (EG)

ACLU-RDI 500 p.115

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.

001733
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AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHIC
GIN
LLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENT/RE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE MIT ORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD. WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.

(Signature of Person Making Statement)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this
, 20
day of
at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

mi Oath)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

OF

PAGES
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is CDCSOPS

43,)

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012(g)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

DATE

TIME

9.5•Se

rt Lk

4.

6

FILE NO.

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The investigator ho

below told e

he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offensefs) of which I am

suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensels1, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:

1.

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject othe UCMJ t have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me
during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both.
- or (For civilians not subject to the UCALI) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that i arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins,
If I am now willing to discuss the offer:sets) under investigation, with or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time. or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

COMMENTS (Conrint.re on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offenselsi under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.
WITNESSES (If available)
15. NAME (Type or Print'

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZAT ON ❑

N ESTIGATO

Section C. Non - waiver
.

I do not want to give up my rights
El

I want a lawyer

LI 1 do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT IDA FOAM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

USAPA 2.01
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PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offensels?.

_pr _

c. The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

(For civilians not subject to the UM!) You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspectfacctised of his/her rights as follows:

Lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

'Before t ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

criminal

d. If you are now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation,

c, (For personnel subject to the UCMJI You have the right to talk

with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This Lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate.'
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights,
THE WAIVER

'Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

Of the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no,' ask him/her the following question.)

says 'yes," ask the following question.)
'At this time, are you willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation and
'Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?" flf the suspect/accused says "no,* stop the interview and

was recent (Le., fewer than 30 days ago),

have him/her read and sign the non- waiver section of the waiver certificate on

obtain legal advice whether to

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

the other side of this form. /f the suspect/accused says 'yes,' have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the
suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

2. if the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised
of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advised.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
IF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all

accordingly should be noted is the comment section on the waiver

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. If the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, "Maybe I should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

I. If the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong,
you shouldn't need an attorney...?

COMMENTS (Continued)

REVERSE OF DA FORM 3881

USAPA Y2.01
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SWORN STATEMENT

(

For use of this tom, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

1:;v (3)

I

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
7.

Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.
2. DATE IYYYYMMDD)
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, WANT TO MAKE THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT UNDER OATH;
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11. INITIALS OF RSON MAKING STATEMENT

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING -STATEMENT

TAKEN AT

to 4i ouLs

--2
PAGE 1 OF -

PAGES

DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST SEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER
MUST BE BE INDICATED.
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A EMORA
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USE THIS PAGE IF NEEDED. IF THIS PAGE IS NOT NEEDED, PLEASE PROCEED TO FINAL PAGE OF THIS FORM.

STATEMENT OF

TAKEN AT

163 D.

DATED

2 5 .Sept 03

NITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE
ro •• •■•-• C-

n

n

E.-rhea., v on,

re ev, gr eb•Cr
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3

PAGES
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STATEMENT OF
9. STATEMENT

TAKEN AT

t530

DATED

(Continued)

(1.,),

);;0.

2

5 -5 er f 40 3

(3).

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
ND ENDS ON PAGE
t FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL 1NFLUEN
WHICH BEGINS

(Signature of Person eking Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

dministef oaths, this

Z

day of

Se ,77,4°,.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

o2G 6 3

h)

ring Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Acithon

minister Oaths)

PAGE
Fs

ra w .1.-enras+t

nce,

vet^.

3

OF 3 PAGES
USAPA VI AO
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; thefiroponent genc is OOCSOPS
DATE

TIME

111111111111111111111111.111M
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INITIALS • PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING 'STATEMENT OF
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED."
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED
AS "PAGE OF PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE Or ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL. BE USED.
DA FORM 2823, JUL 72 (EG)

ACLU-RDI 500 p.122

U01740
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■

ATEMENT (Continued)

AFFIDAVIT
i.
HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1 A END ON P
I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION. UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE T.
.

nt)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to
administer oaths, this
20
day of
c
at

ath)

g Oath)
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Rut arity lb Administer Oath)

NITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT

b / 4)
•

-

—

6

6?)

i

AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 30121g1

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as en additionaalternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

1.

,
le.0.<4

LOCATION

x t
,

rv,

,

3.

DATE

2.

5.

8,

.

4.

TIME

FILE NO.

17oo

,, c-"<er, r)3

if,/

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

STATUS

PART I - RIGHTS WA VER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The invest' ator

me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offensetsi of which I am

suspected/accused:
Before he/she asked me any questions about the offensels1, however, he/she made it clear to me that I have the following rights:
1,

1 do not have to answer any question or say anything.

2.

Anything I say or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.

3.

(For personnel subject oche UCMJ

I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyercen be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me,
or both,
- or

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCM.1) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that I arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
4.

If I am now willing to discuss the offense(s) under investigation, with-or without a lawyer present, I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if 1 sign the waiver below.

5.

COMMENTS (Continue on reverse side)

Section B. Waiver
I understand my rights as stated above. I am now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation and make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and
without having a lawyer present with me.

,

WITNESSES (if available)
1a.

r.VIEWEE

NAME (Type or Print)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a.

.

NATURE OF INVESTIGATOR

NAME (Type or Print)
,—

.

■

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANI .TION OF INVESTIGA 0"

6.

Section C. Non-waiver
I do not want to give up my rights
❑
2.

D

I want a lawyer

I do not want to be questioned or say anything

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE

ATTACH THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

DA FORM 3881, NOV 89

ACLU-RDI 500 p.124

(0.4 FORM 2823) SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

EDITION OF NOV 84 15 OBSOLETE

USAPA 2.01

001/42
DODDOA 027156

PART It - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both."

Your official position.

b.

Nature of offense(s).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

or -

(For civilians not subject to the UCM.11 You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

`Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a. "You do not have to answer my questions or say anything.'

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b, 'Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins."

crirninal trial.'

d.

c. (For personnel subject to the UCMJI You have the right to talk

"If you are now willing to discuss the offensels) under investigation.
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

"Do you understand your rights?"

"Do you want a lawyer at this timer

(If the suspect/accused says "no," determine what is not understood, and if

(If the suspect/accused says "yes," stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate sights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. If the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.}

says "yes," ask the following question.)
At this time, are you willing to discuss the offenselsi under investigation and
"Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?'

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

(If the suspect/accused says "no,' stop the interview and

(If the suspect/accused says -yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?"

was recent (i.e., fewer than 30 claw ago/, obtain legal advice whether to

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no," or if the prior

the other side of this form. if the suspect/accused says "yes," have him/her

request was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL NSTRUCTIONS

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2. If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

suspect/accused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

certificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

waiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

his/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights advisal.

investigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE: if 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
iF WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY: In all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

cases the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

effort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
begins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

street interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE iNTERROGATION PROCESS: If during the

kept on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for

PRIOR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

example, 'Maybe I should get a lawyer."I, further questioning must cease

the supsect/accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements
before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that
such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may
not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.
(

For example, do not make such comments as if you didn't do anything wrong,

you shouldn't need an attorney.")

:OMMENTS (Continued)
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent a ency is ODCSOPS
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TATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF _ _ _ PAGES

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT de ,
TAKEN AT
DATED
CONTINUED.'
THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT AND BE INITIALED AS
OF
"PAGE
PAGES.' WHEN ADDITIONAL PAGES ARE UTILIZED, THE BACK OF PAGE 1 WILL BE LINED OUT, AND THE
STATEMENT WILL BE CONCLUDED ON THE REVERSE SIDE OF ANOTHER COPY OF THIS FORM.
r

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72

SUPERSEDES DA FORM 2823, 1 JAN 68, WHICH WILL BE USED.
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.STATEMENT (Continued)

AFFIDAVIT
I,A111111M111111111.
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
WHICH REGI
ENDS ON PAGE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT THREAT
OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR U

---

ng Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSES:

minister oaths, this .2-frL day of

5 c•-er.

• yr_2--cc_;

at

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

erirrg Oath)

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

(Authorit To Administer Oaths)

INITIALS OF PERSON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE

OF

PAGES
USAPPC V2.00
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RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE/WAIVER CERTIFICATE
For use of this form, see AR 190-30; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS

DATA REQUIRED BY THE PRIVACY ACT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10, United States Code, Section 3012Ig)

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately identified.

ROUTINE USES:

Your Social Security Number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your Social Security Number is voluntary.

LOCATION

DATE

3.

TIME

7

;S. 5e0

FILE NO. '

5

. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

PART I - RIGHTS WAIVER/NON-WAIVER CERTIFICATE
Section A. Rights

The inve

told me that he/she is with the United States Army
and wanted to question me about the following offense(s) of which I am

suspected/se= ed:

do not have to answer any question or say anything.
•
•

Anything I say 'or do can be used as evidence against me in a criminal trial.
(For personnel subject ache UCMJ

Maya the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with me

during questioning. This lawyer can be a civilian lawyer I arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military lawyer detailed for me at no expense to me.
or both.
-

or

-

(For civitiens not subject to the UCMJ) I have the right to talk privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with
me during questioning. I understand that this lawyer can be one that (arrange for at my own expense, or if I cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer
will be appointed for me before any questioning begins.
If I am now willing to discuss the offenseisi under investigation, with or without a lawyer present. I have a right to stop answering questions at any time, or
speak privately with a lawyer before answering further, even if I sign the waiver below.

5. COMMENTS {Continue on reverse side,

Section B. Waiver

1 understand my rights as stated above. I am now wolfing to discuss the offensets) under investigation and

make a statement without talking to a lawyer first and

without having a lawyer present with me.

WITNESSES (If available]

SIGNATURE OF IN

ie. NAME (Type or Print)

b.

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

2a. NAME (Type or Print)

i. ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS AND PHONE

ORGANIZAT

N OF INVESTIGATOR

lection C. Non - waiver
I do not want to give up my rights

0 l do not want to be questioned or say anything

0 I went a lawyer

001746

SIGNATURE OF INTERVIEWEE
_
TTACEI THIS WAIVER CERTIFICATE TO ANY SWORN STATEMENT

A FORM 3881, NOV 89

.

.

IDA FORM 28231 SUBSEQUENTLY EXECUTED BY THE SUSPECT/ACCUSED

EDITION OF NOV 84 IS OBSOLETE

1JSAPA 2.01

ACLU-RDI 500 p.128
DODDOA 027160

• PART II - RIGHTS WARNING PROCEDURE
THE WARNING

WARNING - Inform the suspect/accused of:

can be a civilian you arrange for at no expense to the Government or a military

a.

Your official position.

lawyer detailed for you at no expense to you, or both.'

b.

Nature of offenses).

c.

The fact that he/she is a suspect/accused.

-

(For civilians not subject to the UCMJ)

Of

-

You have the right to talk privately to a

RIGHTS - Advise the suspect/accused of his/her rights as follows:

lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to have a lawyer present with

"Before I ask you any questions, you must understand your rights."

you during questioning. This lawyer can be one you arrange for at your own

a.

"You do not have to answer my questions or say anything."

expense, or if you cannot afford a lawyer and want one, a lawyer will be

b.

"Anything you say or do can be used as evidence against you in a

appointed for you before any questioning begins,"

c.

/For personnel subject to the UCMJ1 'You have the right to talk

criminal trial.'

d.

if you are now willing to dscuss the offenses) under investigation.
with or without a lawyer present, you have a right to stop answering

privately to a lawyer before, during, and after questioning and to

questions at any time, or speak privately with a lawyer before

have a lawyer present with you during questioning. This lawyer

answering further, even if you sign a waiver certificate."
Make certain the suspect/accused fully understands his/her rights.
THE WAIVER

'Do you understand your rights?'

"Do you want a lawyer at this time?"

(If the suspect/accused says 'no,' determine what is not understood, and if

flf the suspect/accused says "yes: stop the questioning until he/she has a

necessary repeat the appropriate rights advisement. If the suspect/accused

lawyer. if the suspect/accused says "no," ask him/her the following question.)

says 'yes." ask the following question.)
"At this time, are you willing to discuss the offenses) under investigation and
'Have you ever requested a lawyer after being read your rights?"

make a statement without talking to a lawyer and without having a lawyer

ilf the suspect/accused says 'yes," find out when and where. If the request

present with you?' (if the suspect/accused says "no," stop the interview and

was recenE (i.e., fewer than 30 days ago),

have him/her read and sign the non-waiver section of the waiver certificate on

obtain legal advice whether to

continue the interrogation. If the suspect/accused says "no,' or if the prior

the other side of this form_ If the suspect/accused says 'yes,' have him/her

•equest was not recent, ask him/her the following question.)

read and sign the waiver section of the waiver certificate on the other side of
this form.)

SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

VHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED REFUSES TO SIGN WAIVER CERTIFICATE: If the

2_ If the suspect/accused was questioned as such either without being advised

,tspecVaccused orally waives his/her rights but refuses to sign the waiver

of his/her rights or some question exists as to the propriety of the first

srtificate, you may proceed with the questioning. Make notations on the

statement, the accused must be so advised. The office of the serving Staff

aiver certificate to the effect that he/she has stated that he/she understands

Judge Advocate should be contacted for assistance in drafting the proper

s/her rights, does not want a lawyer, wants to discuss the offense(s) under

rights edvisal.

vestigation, and refuses to sign the waiver certificate.
NOTE. If 1 or 2 applies, the fact that the suspect/accused was advised
WAIVER CERTIFICATE CANNOT BE COMPLETED IMMEDIATELY.- In all

accordingly should be noted in the comment section on the waiver

ses the waiver certificate must be completed as soon as possible. Every

certificate and initialed by the suspect/accused.

ort should be made to complete the waiver certificate before any questioning
Sins. if the waiver certificate cannot be completed at once, as in the case of

WHEN SUSPECT/ACCUSED DISPLAYS INDECISION ON EXERCISING HIS OR

set interrogation, completion may be temporarily postponed. Notes should be

HER RIGHTS DURING THE INTERROGATION PROCESS: if during the

it on the circumstances.

interrogation, the suspect displays indecision about requesting counsel (for
example, "Maybe 1 should get a lawyer."), further questioning must cease

OR INCRIMINATING STATEMENTS:

immediately. At that point, you may question the suspect/accused only

1, If the supsecu'accused has made spontaneous incriminating statements

concerning whether he or she desires to waive counsel. The questioning may

before being properly advised of his/her rights he/she should be told that

not be utilized to discourage a suspect/accused from exercising his/her rights.

such statements do not obligate him/her to answer further questions.

(For example, do not make such comments as "If you didn't do anything wrong.
you shouldn't need an attorney.")

IIVIENTS (Continiledl
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SWORN STATEMENT

3

For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency s1 ODCSOP

(

)

PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
Title 10 USC Section 301; Tide 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943 ISSNJTo provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately
Your social security number is used as an additional/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.
Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.
3. TIME
4. FILE NUMBER
2. DATE (YYYYMMDDI

AUTHORITY:
PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:
ROUTINE USES:
DISCLOSURE:
1. LOCATION
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0. EXHIBIT

11. INITI

MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE 1 OF

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT

TAKEN AT

PAGES

DATED

THE BOTTOM OF EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER
MUST BE BE INDICATED.

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998

DA FORM 2823, JUL 72. IS OBSOLETE
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5r0

DATED

)4)
-13STAEMNKT
9,STAEMN

(eontrizuedi

AFFIDAVIT
, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
T MADE
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE EN
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE I'
'AGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT H
OUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR U
WHICH BEGINS ON PAGE 1, AND ENDS ON PAGE

D.--

ant)
WITNESSES:

Subscribed and s orn to before me, a person authorized by Iaw to
administer oaths, his

at :3

r 1 1f3
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i.)11G11111111101111111111P
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SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:

Title 10 USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943

PRINCIPAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately

ROUTINE USES:

Your social security number is used as an additional/alters

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.

1. LOCATION
1°T

Fc,

of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

2. DATE (YYYYIVIMDD)
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10. EXHIBIT

11. INITIALS OF

ON MAKING STATEMENT
PAGE I 0

ADDITIONAL PAGES MUST CONTAIN THE HEADING "STATEMENT P

TAKEN AT

PAGES

DATED

THE BOTTOM OF-EACH ADDITIONAL PAGE MUST BEAR THE INITIALS OF THE PERSON MAKING THE STATEMENT, AND PAGE NUMBER
MUST BE BE INDICATED.

DA FORM 2823, DEC 1998
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STATEMENT OF
9. STATEMENT

2 1 SO

TAKEN AT

11 E e Po 2)

DATED

(Continued)

Fdilovkis

FfDAVIT
, HAVE READ Oft-HAVEAM-e-ME THIS STATEMENT
. I FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAINING THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THREAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL IN
EMENT. C IS
WHIG

GE I, AND ENDS ON PA

► gnature

a e an Making Statement)

Subscribed and sworn to before me, a person authorized by law to

WITNESSE -

administer oaths, this
t

3 BCT

11

ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

as
ORGANIZATION OR ADDRESS

day of
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C3.

SWORN STATEMENT
For use of this form, see AR 190-45; the proponent agency is ODCSOPS
PRIVACY ACT STATEMENT
AUTHORITY:

Title IC) USC Section 301; Title 5 USC Section 2951; E.O. 9397 dated November 22, 1943

PRINCIFIAL PURPOSE:

To provide commanders and law enforcement officials with means by which information may be accurately

(SSW

ROUTINE USES:

Your social security number is used as an additionai/alternate means of identification to facilitate filing and retrieval.

DISCLOSURE:

Disclosure of your social security number is voluntary.
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, HAVE READ OR HAVE HAD READ TO ME THIS STATEMENT
FULLY UNDERSTAND THE CONTENTS OF THE ENTIRE STATEMENT MADE
BY ME. THE STATEMENT IS TRUE. I HAVE INITIALED ALL CORRECTIONS AND HAVE INITIALED THE BOTTOM OF EACH PAGE
CONTAIN/NG THE STATEMENT. I HAVE MADE THIS STATEMENT FREELY WITHOUT HOPE OF BENEFIT OR REWARD, WITHOUT
THHEAT OF PUNISHMENT, AND WITHOUT COERCION, UNLAWFUL INFLUENCE, OR UNLAWFUL INDUCEMENT.
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